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ABSTRACT
When the Universe first exploded it also imploded simultaneously.
In that eternal instance the values of mass and energy were set in some
perpetual equilibrium, determining the symmetries of nature. In effect,
all that exploded was physical (p), comprising the particle-wavelike
nature of matter. In fact, all that imploded was nonphysical (np),
making up the virtual particle-wavelike nature of nonmatter.
Billions of years later, the substance of nonmatter corresponds to
the structures and forces of the human mind. In this stage of our mental
evolution, it seems apparent the uniqueness of this np-reality may only
be sensed and grasped or known through intuition as interpreted by the
arts of the unconscious mind; while the p-reality may only be seen and
understood through reason as illustrated or explained by the sciences
of the conscious mind. Both forms of consciousness are reflections of
the brain functions which appear to be influenced by the one-to-one
correspondence of matter and nonmatter. The thought processes and be-
havior of the human organism, as an extension or a continuum of this
correspondence, have evolved with the Universe since its original
explosion-implosion event.
My intentions are to investigate the p and np realities of the
,brain and mind, suggesting how certain symmetries such as mirror reflection
affect the nature of thought.
Thesis Supervisor: Otto Piene
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INTRODUCTION
The associated relationships of Matter And NonMatter, Brain And Mind,
applied and pure-Science And Art represent to me a "complete" Reality.
In my thesis, the elements of these relationships are described according
to the symmetries of nature, specifically mirror reflection. The word
"And" signifies the mirror conjunction by which one domain remains inde-
pendent from and dependent on the other simultaneously. This implies,
Science And Art are as inseparable as Brain And Mind or physical objects
and their nonphysical images - all of which comprise Reality in fact and
in effect. The process of separating and integrating things I interpret
as being one and the same action, in the context of the plane mirror.
It is possible this process marks the interchange of p and np realities.
In investigating this phenomenon of interchanging realities, I hope
to understand more fully the interactions of the brain and mind; in part-
icular how our physical perceptions of "concrete objects" correspond to
our mental perceptions of "abstract concepts."
Currently, I am using theoretical mirror constructs to differentiate
the material (or nonimaginary) and nonmaterial (or imaginary) aspects of
the three relationships. I consider a definition of Reality "complete"
only when it explains and shows both aspects of either Matter And Non-
Matter, Brain And Mind, or Science And Art - at best, tying them all
together intuitively and logically.
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My models consist of statement-pictures and picture-statements.
One format conforms to a scientific method of explaining and illustrating
the laws of physical phenomena. The other adheres to an artistic method
of interpreting the same phenomena. Rom Harre, a philosopher of science,
concludes that a scientific explanation is one of a (statement-picture)
consisting of three major parts. eFirst, there are sentences describing
the puzzling phenomena needing to be explained. Second, there are sen-
tences creating a model which might explain these phenomena; and thirdly,
there are sentences belonging to other nonproblematic disciplines or
subdisciplines or even areas of common experience from which the model
is drawn".l In order to fill in the tableau, I believe an artistic ex-
planation is necessary in addition. By substituting the word (pictures'
(implying drawings, schematics, or photocreations) for the words sen-
tences and rexplanations), the concept of picture-statements is formed.
The pictures serve as paradigms showing how, for example, the human brain
becomes the mind and vice versa, in passing from neurophysiological to
neuropsychological states manifest as behavior.
Matter makes up the Brain (becoming' the Mind which reflects Matter.
34IRROR
REFLECTION-
4
real virtual
Figure. shows a point source. of ight 0, the object, plair-d a distance.o
in front of a plane mirror. The light falls on the mirror a1s a splwrical wave
rcpre:iented in the figure by rays emanating from 0.f At. the point Ut Which
each ray strikes the mirror we construct a refleeted ray. If the reflected rays
are extellded baekward, they interwe-t int a point I which is the Sa1d u
bhirid the mirror that the object 0 is in front of it; I is cdled the imiap of U.
Imnages may be real or virtual. Tn a real image light energy actually passes
through the inage point; in a virt.uti image t-he light. behaves as thiough it
diver;:C:s frorm the iniLge point, ali.hough, in fart, it does not. pass tirou-ih
this point h6imres in plane mirrors are lways irt:il. 2
In describing the differences of the Mirror and the NonMirror
Interface, I consider two forms of reflection (with- spatiai.or geometric
-type synmetry)'as they relate t6 human perception or vision. The first form
is as external and obvious as the plane mirror each of us uses everyday.
5
In my mirror interface model, the object is referred to as 0 and the image
or virtual image is referred to as I.
mirror mechanism
0
If I were to organize the 0 and I variables into some figure-ground or
positive-negative relation, describing their common boundaries would warrant
using the term "nonmirror interface or interface" which includes the con-
ditions of asymmetry, nonreflection, or refraction. For example, when
determining the presence or weight of an object's form and movement (or its
space with respect to its surrounding environment), it cannot be said that
some symmetry is preserved between the elements that make up the object
and those that appear to make up the environment. There is no apparent sym-
metric processing of form, movement or space, as imagined in the more gen-
eral classificationt of 0 and I relationships such as Matter And NonMatter.
Similarly, in defining the abstract qualities of such things as amounts of
thought or numbers and-differences Qf mental images, concepts of (boundary,
must be used in place of the physics involving plane mirror reflections.
The mental asymmetry between two intangibles is symbolized here by the
real (continuous) and virtual (broken) lines with the arrows (= processes)
of each indicating this nonreflection interface within both.domains.
+o 0I
In my nonniirror interface model, I refer to the object as positive 0.
Everything that is not the object, that is, the environment surrounding
the object, is referred to as negative -0. Similarly, the virtual image I
is referred to as positive I+ and everything that is not the reflected
object, that is, the environment surrounding the object reflected, Is
referred to as negative I'. Together, these variables +0,~0 and I+ I
represent the realm of Matter which includes the material objects and
products of applied Science And Art.
Matter NonMatter
+ -0 I+ I-
Key: II ,+0, object Given: I= I+ + I-
D ,-0, environment 0= +0 + -0
Represents whole Where, I.,I~ represents
domain of 0: whole domain of I
+0,-0
Represents whole Assuming: HonMatter= V
reflection: Matter= R
+0 -0 I + I- or
+ 01+ + 
-0,I~
These same variables represent the realm of NonMatter which includes the
ideal and theoretical constructions of pure Science And Art. The C construc-
tionsI are more often without direct expression or outward communication.
Speech too is forgotten in this vacuum silence, wben the act of purely
perceiving and being hyperconscious is more satisfying than stating many
perceptions. or celebrating an intuition. These nonmaterial (constructs
7
then, are the substance of imagination; they are mental perceptions or
schemata left in their original state of internal realization. According-
ly, the NonMatter realm appears to contain these constructs sculpted
from pools of thought alone. Analyzing the differences between one per-
ception and another is analogous to defining a figure-ground relation
when both the object and its environment are constantly changing. In this
sense, there is no constancy of symmetry observable,only unique boundaries
between one point of view or form and another. Again, the literal and
figurative application of a plane mirror allows you to see and to deduce
the effects of symmetry on physical as well as nonphysical entities -
assuming their one to one correspondence. And, assuming that NonMatter is
in some way connected to 'virtuality) or the state of something being
virtual - "existing in essence or effect though not in actual fact or
form .3 Also, it is by means of mirror reflection that the interface
model may be conceived for studying the subtleties of this correspondence
and for discovering the common boundaries of elements within each domain.
The idea of positive and negative quantities in this model is something
separate from the concept of matter and antimatter respectively.. (Matter
is that which occupies space. can be perceived by the senses, and consti-
tutes any physical body or the universe as a whole; it is any entity
displaying gravitation and inertia when at rest as well as when in motion.
c(Antimatter is a hypothetical form of matter consisting of antiparticles
and having positron-surrounded nuclei composed of antiprotons and anti-
neutrons).5 The theory of antimatter accounts only for the one-to-one
correspondence between actual and potential properties of atomic nuclei.
It does not attempt to explain or predict the positive-negative, figure-
ground relationship and effect in both real and imagined instances.
It is this relationship and effect that distinguishes the properties of 8
elements of one domain from those of another. When speaking in terms of
an 'interface I am referring to the contact or contiguity of one surface,
thing. with another thing. surface (real or ideal). This contact includes
anything from the incidence and rebound of light waves to the interaction
between cell surfaces when in close apposition. A mirror plane can act as
an interface, but an interface cannot function as a plane mirror. Though
the line3 involved in both shares some similarity with respect to con-
tact, the laws of reflection distinguish the two. Perhaps the clearest
understanding of an interface may be found in the definition of symmetry.
Gerard t Hooft, in an article on'Gauge Theories of the Forces between
Elementary Particles , wrote: "Symmetry can be defined as an invariance
in the pattern that is observed when some transformation is applied to
it . Asymmetry would then imply a variance in the pattern which would
include the unequal exchange of energy, forces, or information within
any thing and between any two or more things. Note diagrams below show-
ing the differences between the mechanisms and processes of (a) nonmirror
and (b) mirror interfaces.
processes
mechanisms (b)(a)
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I image
Imagine viewing a one-sided, plane mirror from two sides, seeing
Outside In and Inside Out. This implies separating the object 0 (that
is you) on the (Outsidel from your reflection on the rInside ; given:
the real surface facing you represents the material world and the
virtual surface facing the side of your reflection represents the non-
material world. This literal illustration attempts to show the nonphys-
ical (or imaginary) aspects of one's physical body.
As some peoples believe a man's soul to be in his shadow, so othei
(or the same) peoples believe it to be in his reflection in water or a mirror.
Thus the Andamanese 'do not regard their shadows but their reflections
(in any mirror) as their souls.' When the Motumotu of New Guinea
first saw their likenesses in a looking-glass, they thought that their reflec-
tions were their souls. In New Caledonia the old men are of the opinion
_that a person's reflection in water or a mirror is his soul.
If I were to remove this actual mirror and be asked to recall at once
what my reflection looks like from a purely imaginary, nonperceptual
(point of view) , I could not see the exact translation of myself. The
mental 4mage I have-of myself would appear undefinable and infinite di-
mensionally. The boundaries between it, the object, and the space,
environment, surrounding it would seem to disappear or become so diffuse
as to be indistinguishable. The difference between the virtual image as
imagined (in a figurative model of a plane mirror) and that as perceived
directly (in a literal mirror model) is the clarity of details and de-
finition of forms.Not only are imagined forms.too difficult to define
butthey are even more di-fficult to perceive mental Ty.thus the 'idea of a
symmetry (related to thoughts or cognition) is not practical. It is for
this reason that I am concerned with the character of the interface itself.
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proved in applications like these
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In Nuclear Physics, two perspectives A. and B. make up the search for
the forces between elementary particles. The researchers with A. Perspec-
tive tend to separate their analyses of matter from the analyses of non-
matter, disconnecting all nonmaterial aspects of material processes. The
concept of evirtual particlesI and the quantum field theories, rmaking
visiblel their existence, are looked upon with skepticism by this scien-
tific group, and Justifiably so; direct observation of the exchange of a
massless, (fvirtual particle between (real) particles, such as an electron
and positron, has not yet been possible. Similarly, the isolation of a
quark through the collisions of hadrons, such as the proton and neutron,
has not yet happened. Only mathematical forms as rendered by the local
gauge theories have "'shown% the exchange of this third particle whose
(virtuality' is as real as a reflection is. This analogous relation of
mirror imagery is frustrating to these researchers in particular, because
invariably they must trust the nonliteral, abstract aspects of reflection.
Thts is-necessary in order to grasp the rphysical4 structure of a quark.
Trusting abstract evidence is like believing in the world of the mind and
imagination. I reserve this comment for the experimental psychologists as
well who insist on tmaking visible the substance of mental perception.
This sense of belief is most apparent in theoretical physics when, for
example, scientists presuppose the existence of some process or force
which cannot be seen by any means. One way of making more concrete ab-
stract evidence is through the use of mathematics and schematics.
Observe examples 0 and I.
I 15
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p
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By contrast, the researchers with B. Perspective tend to consider
the correspondence of the hadrons (strong forces) to quark combinations
as real and physical. They think of the ((virtual particles and other
particles of matter as being "one and the same thing , though respect-
ing the fact that they have different properties. These researchers are
like the holists of physicists. They have one great goal as the scientific
writer, Gerard't Hooft, describes in the following passage.
A long-standing ambition of physicists is to
construct a single master theory-that would incor-
porate all the known forces. One- imagines that such
a theory- would reveal some-deep connection between
the various forces while accounting for- their appar-
ent diversity... The weak force and electromagnetism
can now- be understood in the context- of-a single
theory; Although the two forces remain distinct, in
the theory they- become mathematically intertwined.
What may ultimately prove more important, all four
forces- are now described by means of theories that
have-the same general form. Thus if physicists have
yet to find a single key that fits all the known
locks, at least all the needed keys can be cut from
the same blank. The theories in this single favored
class are formally designated non-Abeaan gauge
theories with local symmetry. 1
ABELIAN TRANSFORMATKON
00 0
1.1 1 VC71 S O*F UPLA I ED) I ItANSI ( IRMA tlfINS dklinclish ce results If Their sence.I rvred. Rotation$ In three dimnno
n a Adelih n athrr from e Yang . hii this dependence.a sequenre. QRanlume ctrodnan-m
Milk Mew, hch K non.Abelia. An Alian trnforma aion is ii Abelian t hat suaceskite phase shiege can be app ised teo n isc
commutative: i thwo transformations a le applied I d uccession, l.e ron field withou regard to the. s quence. The Yang.Milln theory is
nulenmne is h. sam, no matter nlmicb sequence is chosen, An example nnn.AhnHlin becn... Mhe net efited of two Isotopie-spin rotatin@ is
is rotation in I"* dimnensions. Nna.AI'elian (ransfonenalions are not generally different If the sequence of relations is reversed. One o.. 10
comut.aive, so that tweo trmnnsforatin$ will generally yield differ. queuces might jied a proton and lb. opposite sequence. anest
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These researchers concentrate on the continuous instances in which
particles pene-trate or interact with each other exchanging 'evirtual
particles) , such as photons and gravitons. Their belief and persistence
allows them to master the art of making something concrete from something
abstract and nonphysical by nature., Thevision of quarks, gluons, and
other 'invisible entities) exemplifies this. Regarding the literal mirror
model, researchers with B. Perspective freely correlate the reality of
the object - in this application, particles of matter - with the reality
of the object's reflection - the ((virtual particles) or forces.
Would these same scientists be inclined to accept a modified doctrine
of monism which asserts that Mind mirrors -Matter? Would they be receptive
to the literal model which accordingly could predict or at least explain
the behavior-of-thought or mental perception as it relates to the forces
of matter? In which case, would a thought in some way reflect or share a
one-to-one correspondence with the basic interactive forces of our
universe A thought is even too large, perhaps, It is the components of
a thought, the individual details or processes, that. reflect the strong,
electromagnetic, weak, and gravitational forces. If this is so, could
the neurophysiologlcai detafls of perception be described in terms of
local gauge theories which unfold mathematically the exchanged quantum
of the field between two particles? Particles of thought? This quantum ,
as Hooft explains, has only an ephemeral existene . I think of this
ephemeralness as being a fact of the nonphysical world - a fact whose
origin is - like the point of intersection of coordinate axes - attached
to the virtual imageIYin plane mirror reflection.
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This fact links the various types, strengths, and interactions of thought
to the properties of nongeometric symmetries and asymmetries. An example
of a nongeometric symmetry is the charge symmetry of electromagnetism.
Suppose a number of electrically charged particles have been set out in
some definite configuration and all the forces acting between pairs of
particles have been measured. If the polarity of all the charges is then
reversed, the forces remain unchanged . The same rotations and trans-
formations in 'abstract internal space' of charge and isotopic-spin
symmetries may be applied to the behavior of mental processes of thought
in relation to matter. &All the symmetries discussed... can be character-
ized as global symmetries; in this context the word global means (happen-
ing everywhere at once . A global symmetry states that some law of physics
remains invariant when the same transformation is applied everywhere at
once... A ( Local) symmetry states that the convention can be decided in-
dependently at every point in space and at every moment in time... Gauge
theories can be constructed with either a global or a local symmetry (or
103both)... The Brain And Mind relationship may eventually be charted by
these theories, providing people remain sensitive and flexible without
desiring ( to- search for ultimate truths.
One implication of the mirror model is that research regarding nuclear
fission and nuclear fusion can be successfully applied to studies in Neuro-
physiology and Neuropsychology alike. Given the reductivist proposition:
atomic nuclei (composed of neutrons and protons) and the basic interactive
forces of nature make up all living and nonliving matter. (fFor since every-
thing is made of matter, the laws of physics, plus initial conditions' and
boundary conditions, ought to give us the laws of all systems .
19
And antithetically, the mirror model can provide 'comprehensive meta-
physics encompassing the antireductivist view. It can do this by demon-
strating the one-to-one correspondence between Oeternal objects' (to use
Whitehead's phrase) and their present, physical counterparts. The re-
searchers- of B. -Perspective I believe know this as well but have not
responded to the challenge. The challenge includes developing the, lang-
uage and-approaches of metaphysics in describing the life of the mind.
One result of this development would be the attainment of more precise
explanations of how mental language and the processes of communication
are reflections of physical phenomena in fact and in effect. Perhaps,
it is a problem of model building and source selection. This would ac-
count for B.'s unresponsiveness and yet not dismiss their interest to
discover the common boundaries between these two domains. One attitude
which supports this thought is Ulric Neisser s perspective which states:
There is an important place for eventual neurological
interpretations of cognitive processes... but we should
strive to establish a mechanism and discover its
properties first.'
What-I would-ike- to- suggest at this point is that the mirror and inter-
face-models represent analogues of possible mechanisms (if not the mech-
anisms themselves) which control or influence the Brain And Mind complex.
Which means that to understand how rall theories may be reduced to one
field' involves studying rigorously the implications of either model.
Marjorie Grene, in an article titled, CReducibility: Another Side Issue?
writes:
The discovery of stable mechanisms in nature, not the
summary of one flat level of pure phenomena, is what
science is after. The inverse square law, or the
principles of evolutionary theory, or the psychology of 20
-asociation, or the laws of good closure, or the kinetic
theory of gases, may embrace a wide range of phenomena
in its explanatory scope... A model that modelled just
one particular phenomenon would be admittedly of little
use. But on the one hand, no such law or theory - and
no law or theory - comprehends all the phenomena of
every kind that any scientist wants to, or might want
to, explain. And on the other hand, the explanation
works in each case not just by bringing together many
observations into one otherwise meaningless and con-
ventional formula. It works by leading us to see...
how in fact those phenomena are produced."
In this World M In this World: NM 21
everything we perceive everything we sense
physically and psychologically and
understand know (though do not
(though do understand)
not know)
+
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The mirror and the interface
evident in both Real-R and
Virtual-V aspects of the Brain
And Mind - make up a 'complete)
Reality.
(One Nucleus Of The Universe)
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Just as languages were contrived to articulate communication and
express imagination, particle accelerators were conceived to (articulateO
the structures and forces of the physical world - first observing and
identifying the different species of particulate matter. As I have stated
throughout this thesis, the properties of these particles are represented
equally in real matter and virtual matter which I refer to as NonMatter.
This word is applied to both literal and figurative mirror and interface
models. I believe the use of the word 'virtual" by researchers of A, Per-
spective in applied physics is an example of an unconscious influence of
'Matter on Mind'. If it-consciously influenced the conception of rvirtual
particles,, it would have been formally acknowledged as having done so.
(Virtual particles)), as defined in physics, denote the intermediary parti-
cles that occur between quarks and other particles. The physicists of
Perspective A. continue to conjecture that the reason virtual particles
cannot be detected is that they 'cannot survive long enough or travel far
enough and so their role must be deduced from the products of the inter-
action observed at long range'. I feel the reason is related to the fact
that the products of the interaction are as tangible as the objects 0 in
mirror imagery. Consequently, they belong to the world of real physical
matter. The 'virtual particles' , obversely, belong to the world of vir-
tual nonphysical matter which is manifest by the objects reflection.
The dynamics of virtual matter or NonMatter appear to reflect (in the
most literal way) the properties of real Matter - governed by the laws
of quantum electrodynamics of charged particles and the mediator, photons.
All this means that quarks - like thoughts and feelings - are as real as
reflections are real. However, in this nonphysical realm of Reality they
can never be "shown" as 'real entities) in themselves but only as mirror-
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ing virtual entities such as the 'products of the interaction observed
at long range'. In my view, quarks are the fundamental components of
virtual matterrwhich make up the substance of hadrons. They are real
only insofar as they can be isolated and defined in mathematical nota-
tion. In this form they represent the invisible half of all that is
visible and tangible.
The real phenomena af-e the invisible ones demanded by
the most unifying and most economical theory, the
phenomena I see are only apparent and must be explained
away. '7
rThe *irtual photon can yield a quark and an antiquark, but unlike the
electrons and muons the quarks are never observed at long range. What are
seen instead are pions or other hadrons; somehow the quark and antiquark
*fdress" themselves in other quark-anti-quark pairs)).I The word redressl I
take to mean (appear to be reflected). Using the mirror model we see that
electrons and muons ( the objects)and that virtual photons, quarks, and-
antiquarks (= the reflections of the objects). The "'somehow" is the mechan-
ism or O how'o of the mirror. And, the act of (dressing) is the process of
the mirror mechanism. I feel that understanding the very ,basics of this
mechanism is that straightforward and comprehensible. I suspect that the
sub-atomic dynamics of these intangible, (virtual or ideal and tangible,
(real' forces are indicative of the dynamics of the Brain And Mind forces.
In light-of this reference, quantum electrodynamics could be applied to
the brain functions or Neurophysiology and quantum chromodynamics could
be-*Wltdped tethe menitalprocesies.or fleuropsychology. In effect, the
Brains - photons would itrror the- Minds gluons
N
~
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In Neurophysiology and Neuropsychology, two perspectives A. and B.
make up the search for the key to the Brain And Mind complex. The re-
searchers with A. Perspective tend to separate their analyses of the
brain from the analyses of the mind, disconnecting all neurological
aspects of mental processes. Categorically, they distinguish between
the physical components of the brain - implying the structures, process-
es and energies - from the nonphysical components of the mind. As scien-
tists they would favor the theory of equivocation which states:
All material systems are governed by the laws of physics.
As all living systems are material they are governed by
the laws of physics.'9
By contrast, the researchers with B. Perspective tend to consider the
total integration of the mechanisms of the human brain and the processes
of the mind. They may think of them as being ',one and the same", while
respecting the fact that they operate differently. Knowing this, these
researchers focus on the (continuous instances in which the brain seems
to become the mind and the reverse. Up until now, their translation of
becoming generally implied 'influencingl ;- meaning the brain seems to
influence the mind and the reverse. By concentrating on this continuous
process of (instances') in which information unique to both the brain and
the mind is apparently exchanged, they hope to solve, this biological riddle.
The inost sensitive of these scientists, I suspect, do not separate the
physical and mental realities - perceiving them monistically; they may
imagine a one-to-one, commutative relation between these two domains.
This implies that a symmetry may exist which balances the influences of
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perception and consciousness. B. researchers might as well ask how the
Brain And Mind relationship is consistent for compatible) with the physics
of mirror reflection and other spatial and geometric symmetries. By be-
lieving that an object, 0, is realP and its virtual image, I, is'unreall -
making up the -complete format of a plane mirror reflection - they 4see
what is' as a fact of tangible reality and (what is not". What physically
exists and what only appears to exist. In the context of this mirror a-
nalogy, the researchers of A. Perspective would regard the study of '0'
asrthe study of the human brain mechanisms and of 'I' as the study of the
human mind or mental processes. Those of B. Perspective, conversely,
would be more likely to regard the format of the plane mirror as the
whole relationship of the Brain And Mind. They would correlate the neuro-
physiology of perception with its complementary study - neuropsychology.
This would infer that as they point out the properties of the brain they
would also point out the properties of the mind simultaneously. See Dia-
gram 0.,I The terms fcognition) and "consciousnessl are used interchange-
ably by these scientists to describe the physical and nonphysical processes
(of the Brain And Mind) mutually involved in perceiving and understanding
or knowing something . Literally and figuratively, for them the mind some-
how reflects the brain. That is, the mechanisms of Brain are opposite and
reverse the processes of Mind, as mental language mirrors neural language.
What is seemingly incoherent and structureless - concerning the processing
of information in the brain - may actually be structured and coherent in
the mind. For example, the statement, (Here I am. There you are , as an
expression of the mind may be realized in neural form as:
This is one way, I believe, 'the actions of the nervous system are trans-
lated into Consciousness). Perhaps W.R. Hess would disagree.
I use the mirror interface model to construct the 'line' between 27
the States of Brain And Mind, in order to examine the properties of each
as though they were independent from one another. This 'line' also allows
me to substitute the concept of 'Cognition' - related to neural processes
or States of Brain - for the concept of 'Consciousness' - related to
mental processes or States of Mind - as if the properties of one reflected
those of the other. In which case, these two concepts are as interchange-
able as the Brain And Mind complex is inseparable. The term 'States'
implies a "set of circumstances or conditions as regards structures and
forms. " 2 0 Associated with the States of Cognition are the specialized
regions of the brain including the cortex, limbic system, and core or
brain stem among other related anatomy of the central nervous system.
As indicated in Diagram Sphere, there is a correspondence between the
Cognitive States and the functions of these brain regions. These functions
influence, control, and are influenced and controlled by these States of
Cognition. This gross simplification suggests that information processing
in the human brain is in some way analogous to the processing of the
object-image relation in plane mirror reflection. I feel this simplifica-
tion is as necessary here as it is in mathematics where, for example,
numerical symbols are used to define abstract form. As the substance of
the mind is certainly 'abstract' - in the sense that it is formless and
seemingly infinite dimensionally - I choose to use ideographic symbols
to help highlight and structure my speculations. I apologize if these
speculations eclipse the reality (based on current scientific consensus)
of the brain and the mind.
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Diagram Sphere
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Consciousness Mi nd
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As indicated, the intensity and type of electrical activity in the human
brain is related to the intensity and type of cognitive activity in the
human mind. There are several brain centers each of which is controlling
a different activity. And, there are several completely specialized and
semi-specialized centers; however, many activities particularly of the
higher mental states can be carried out in the same center or region(s).
It might happen that at certain moments of cognitive activity most of the
nervous system including both hemispheres of the brain work together as a
single unit or (sphere' - focusing information. In this instance, all the
smaller, local synaptic connections would make up one larger systemic or
global connection to produce as a result the highest mental state -
Intuition. See Schemes 1. and 2. The 1st State of Cognition then would
consist of some sort of (systemic localization) of electrical activity
in which most of the currents and forces in the nervous system would be
unified and. fused within milliseconds. The internal dynamics of this neural
(fusion) process would no doubt reveal one field of direction re electrical
currents and mental,'concentration. This does not imply, however, that there
would be some noticeably different physical sensation accompanying this
instance of localization. That is to say, a person would not necessarily
feel any differently in instances of Intuition (than in'the 3rd Cognitive
State) but perhaps they would behave differently. There is definitely a
unique mental attitude that makes itself known at that moment; in fact,
the (instancel is usually celebrated with some exclamatory remark:
((I just had an ideas... a tremendous insight....
"That's itl...41 got it!'
cortex: top view 31
Scheme 2.
COGNITIVE
FISSION
Divergence
rDelocal ization) Effect
(exploded view)
Scheme 1 .
COGNITIVE
FUSION Convergence
brainstem: bottom view
rSystemic Localization' Effect
COGNITIVE:
FUSION
Scheme 1. A More (Remote Connection'
Movement of Molecules Across cell Membranes,
re cognitive processes, implies the functional
fusing together both hemispheres of the brain
to form one unit or sphere in which informa-
tion, like moving molecules, cross between the
left and right hemispheres to collect in one
central and specialized region of the brain.
Schematic diagram of structure of tight junctions linking epithelial
cells together. The membranes of adjacent cells are in contact form-
ing an impermeable barrrier across the epithelial-cell layer...
cell membranes
transcellular pathway
across epithelium
.. .tight junctions are an actual fusing of the two adjacent cell
membranes so that there is no gap between the adjacent cells in the
region of the tight junction. This type of junction extends around
the circumference of the cell and effectively closes off the extra-
cellular route for the passage of molecules between epithelial cells.
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COGNITIVE:
FISSION
Scheme 2. A More (Remote Connection)
Basic cell functions in this illustration
are drawn like human brain hemispheres.
Note: there is aflikeness'in drawing alone
though not in structure or function.
Schematic diagram of desmosome structure
linking cells together. Membranes of
adjacent cells are not in contact in the
region of the desmosomes.
The function of the desmosome appears to be
that of holding adjacent cells together in
areas that are subject to considerable
stretching, such as in the skin and heart
muscle. Desmosomes are usually disk-shaped
and thus could be likned to-rivets or spot-
welds as a means of-linking cells together. 22
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The idea of Csystemic localization' I distinguish from that of the half/
whole Cunityt of the hemispheres of the human brain. I use the word t'unity)
to suggest that even though the two may operate independently from one an-
other they still are encased in one cranial cavity with one capacity. What
is worthwhile investigating to me is not whether one hemisphere is opposite
another functionally, but whether the phenomenon of an intense, localized
electrical activity occurs in the state and in the region(s) or center
speculated. Also, what is the likeliness that the speed at which one passes
from the 3rd Cognitive State to the 1st determines the suddenness of the
realization that one has just experienced an Intuition or the sensation of
becoming aware of some previously unconscious thought. Here I think it is
important to recognize the action of (convergence' as it relates to the
process of perception. If we regard the 1st State of Cognition as the tin-
stance of physical perception, then the (coordinated movement of the two
eyes toward fixation) or (convergence' on the same sight or sense (like a
near fixed point) would immediately affect the States of Consciousness.
A more explicit event I wish to understand is the sudden sensation and
awareness the mind seems to experience in discovering its own mental pro-
cesses and their relation to the mechanism in the brain which influence
these processes. The event is sort of like a child discovering its mirror-
image for the first time. I feel it is this discovery of and by the mind
which triggers off the sequences of physiological responses. The conditions
for these responses are based, as I mentioned before, on the momentary
union -of hemispheres or Cspherical) effect at which time the primary re-
gions in the brain are combined (review Scheme. I ). I would think that
interrupting a person exactly in the middle of this complete physiological
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and psychological experience would be like waking someone who is in the
midst of REM sleep - physically locked into their body as if paralyzed.
One fact seems certain: the Brain And Mind shift from the 3rd Cognitive
State to the 1st - from the outer region to the central or center region
of the brain - in one movement and with varying degrees of completeness.
I suspect that brain waves are thus generated and guided in particular
directions by the body s electromagnetic fields.
To study this phenomenon I first observe the structure and function
of synapse where (on a relativistic scale) great concentrations of energ-
ies occur. Note Synapse Diagram. See all the synaptic contacts discharg-
ing their neurotransmitters into some central, electrochemical pool. After
which or at which time information of some coded form and order emerges
freshly ' coated' in the synaptic pool tank. This 'coating' process I would
like to think is one of coding - as for directing neural activity. The
action of discharge is analogous to the implosive action that takes place
when, for instance, a fuel pellet implodes under the influence of 300th
Mega power in a laser fusion reaction - producing nuclear plasma. In the
context of the Brain And Mind complex, this flash of (cognitive fusion)
represents the State of Intuition. Unlike any reactor in which there is a
nearly precise control of variables (ideally, at least), the variables
involved in stimulating the brain's (fusion center' are 100%-more vague.
To further complicate things, imagine that the various regions of the body
through which information is processed affect the actual form and content
of the information itself. In this case, you may consider ( information, to
be a( thing) of some nth dimensional structure as well as a (relationship'
with the emphasis on fevent?. Two questions follow. Do these other regions
Synapse Diagram 36
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NERVE-CELL COMMUNICATION takes place at synaptic junctions, one of which is de-
picted schematically here. The nerve cell ends in varicosities, or swellings, that contain packets
of a transmitter substance, in this case acetylcholine (color). On the arrival of a nerve impulse
the acetylcholine is released from the vesicles into the gap between the nerve cell and another
:ell. Receptors on the membrane of the latter cell bind only the acetylcholine and not any of 'A3
the other chemical substances (black squares) nearby, and the signal is thereby transferred.
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of the body such as the spinal cord act as a kind of electric wave guide
or even as a biological optic system designed to filter and focus the
information? And, is this implosive-explosive process occurring continu-
ously in the brain, significant for all neurophysiological events?
Especially, those events involving both localized and delocalized elec,"
trical activity? Also, how can it be tested that what occurs in this
nanosecond process of implosion and explosion as related to synapses
reflects what occurs in the instances of Intuition? Does -this process
or processes and events mark the moment of (pure creation'? That is,
when the areas or concentration of electrical activity are all localiz-
ed - confined to a central point... and contained in those areas of
specialized functions. Is there a (physiological implosion) and fpsych-
ological explosion) of information? By (explosion) I mean the actual
dissemination of the information; the state in which information is
processed through the neuronal components of the nervous system. It seems
likely that such actions determine or rather influence the intensity and
States of Cognition. Furthermore, it seems possible that the point of
conjunction between the implosive-explosive forces represents the inter-
face or plane of reflection between States of Brain And Mind.
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In the microcosm, the collision and fusion of plasma particles
results in energy while in the macrocosm the intersection and union of
information results in Intuition. As expected, in fusion, two atoms unite
but their unions begin independently from one another. While in fission,
atoms split apart in close interaction with one another. The microcosmic
analogue of the highest Cognitive State (Intuition) then is plasma fusion.
It may be that during this State both hemispheres of the brain act as
magnetic mirrors which focus and direct information back and forth at
such great concentration, confinement,-and speed that (cognitive fusion).
occurs. In the Brain And Mind one could imagine that this fusion occurs
when electrons (= grammar, syntax) and nuclei (= deep structures, in
language, semantics) separate above temperatures of 10,000 degrees (z
conditions by which mental language fuses with the neurosphere of sensa-
tion, in response to the intensity of cognitive processing). Curiously
enough, nuclear plasma is referred to as the fourth state of matter,
differing in behavior from solids, liquids, and gases. Whenever I refer
to nuclear fusion, I am also referring to Intuition - when both hemi-
spheres unite like two atomic nuclei.
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In the 3rd State of Cognition, thoughts are produced by a process
whose microcosmic analogue is fission - signifying two separate parts and
operations of human brain hemispheres. This difference between fission
and fusion with respect to cerebral functions depends upon the bio-mirror
itself - whether it is operative or inoperative due to broken symmetryo.
In this lowest cognitive state the same amount of area in the brain may
be used as in the highest state; however, there would be no central
connection created by the mechanism of the bio-mirror whose function is
to confine and focus information. In effect, the 3rd State has as much
potential and actual energy as the 1st State, though it literally and
figuratively lacks focus, losing energy like a plasma leak in a fusion
reaction.
FIG. I LEAKAGE FLUX
IN SEARCWI OF THE BIOMIRRORS OF-THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
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Bio-electro-magnetic-chemical
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perhaps similar to the basic
Yin-Yang Magnetic
Mirror
developed for plasma fusion
applications
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I
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ensory flow
proof-of-principle:
Fusion reactor concepts reflect
fusion effects in the human brain
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Matter makes up the Brain t becomingl the Mind which reflects Matter
MIRROR INTERFACE
Did the Brain And Mind
invent the mirror in order
to look at the biomirror
of the Brain?
Is (a) an isomorph of (b)?
Biomirror
(Bio-electro-magnetic-chemical mirror
with nongeometric symmetry)
mechanism
BRAIN "concrete- object". (internal relationship)
physical
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To present a history of the mirror or even my conception of the
interface is not my intention. I prefer to point out some of their
implications in the physical and nonphysical world alike. In particular,
I want to show how the phenomenon of symmetry and asymmetry influences
every-thing and everything we perceive as making up a Ocompletel Real-
ity. When I describe the Brain And Mind relationship in the context of
the mirror, I am no longer talking in terms of a rectilinear plane
mirror with geometric type symmetry. Instead, I am referring to a non-
geometric form possessing a nongeometric type symmetry. This form, I
would like to imagine, functions as an internal, organic, (bio-mirror
whose physiological optics are not quite as defined as those of the
human eye. In the brain the bio-mirrori is composed of the Thalamus or
Limbic system and Brainstem collectively. This is one conjecture.
pt c n
One posible location of the
Bio-Mirror
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General view of the human cerebrum and brainstem.
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Since I am dealing with living tissue and globular masses all of which
are obviously nonreflective surfaces, I cannot apply the mirror model
literally. I cannot say that some structure and mechanism in the human
brain functions as a rectilinear mirror - implying that the bio-mirror
exists on one plane bordering the frontal Lobe. In my mind this bio-
physical mirror possesses (approximate" properties of reflection. To
emphasize this approximacy I refer to its reflective qualities as be-
ing Cmirror-like). The mirror mechanism in this case involves nongeom-
etric type symmetries such as those related to the interchanging of
electric charges. The fact that some thing behaves likel a mirror and
yet is not a mirror in all its reflective characteristics is claimed
by this thought of mirror-like behavior. -My-coicept of the bio-mirror
as an actual thing avoids comparison to its metallic coated, smooth,
glassy and stationary counterpart - the plane mirror. For me to propose
that this counterpart exists in the brain or in any other organ of the
body, human or otherwise, is to recreate or broaden the humunculus model.
By thinking in terms of (likeness" re the lawlike facts of bio-mirror
reflection, I hopefully eschew this error.
The distinction between laws (law statements) and lawlike sentences
occurs, e.g., in N. Goodman, Fact, Fiction, & Forecast (London: Athlone
Press, 1954; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1955), Chapter i.
But whereas Goodman and other authors mean by 'lawlike sentence' any~
statement having all the attributes of a universal law save possibly truth
(which laws alone are said to possess), I shall not assign a priori a definite
logical form to law statements but shall rather try to find out the possible
logical structures of factual propositions that smack of laws, on the rule
that the elucidation of terms in current usage is not a matter of arbitrary
stipulation but rather the object of an inquiry both analytical and
empirical. -6
What remains to be clarified is how the bio-mirror differs in function
from the interface and how these differences influence or determine the
Brain And Mind relationship.
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The frontal lobe may act as a focusing bio-mirror, with the fronto-limbic
connection forming the front half of the cerebrumis bio-mirror and the
occipital-limbic connection forming the back half.
Each half, if rendered geometrically, would appear as a hemisphere -
such that the fronto-limbic-occipital connections would (divide equally
the superior and inferior portion of the cerebrum and cerebellum.
Whether the ' line of division' rotates 3600 in any direction, changing
shape or reflective characteristics, or whether it has some central axis
(about the limbic system), is undetermined as indicated in Diagrams (a,b).
When the information from the fronto-limbic section is synchronized with
that of the limbic-occipital section then I would imagine, there is some
kind of crossing over or exchange of information (from front to back, and
top to bottom, simultaneously) - intuition occurs.
This main bio-mirror interface involves the fronto-hypothalamic-occipital
as well as the fronto-mesencephalic-occipital projections of information.
Biomirror Details
Diagram (a)
(magnetic mirror effect of the cortex and core in the brain,
with the limbic system serving as a nonreflection interface
between the two regions)
Co0 it.x
The bio-mirror model may yield some insights
into how the specialized regions in the human brain function
conjunctively. The insights would help define the similarities
and dissimilarities between states of brain (cognition) and
states of mind (consciousness).
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Diagram (b)
(magnetic mirror effect occurring in the limbic system)
Cort
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In the gross anatomy of the human cerebral hemispheres the mirror-
like mechanism would exist somewhere in between the back portion of the
frontal lobe and front portion of the occipital lobe, as indicated in
the diagram. On a vertical or y-axis, it would extend from the superior
part of the parietal lobe in the encephalon region to the inferior part
of the pons in the rhombencephalon. On a horizontal or x-axis, the bio-
mirror would exist approximately along the dividing line of the longi-
tudinal fissure and the corpus callosum which connects the two hemispheres.
Within the anatomy of the cerebellum, in the dorsal part of the meten-
cephalon, the bio-mirror would exist along the vertical line of the Cen-
tral lobule; that is, from the anterior to the posterior cerebellar notch.
Or it would extend horizontally from one end of the Primary fissure to the
other.
The bio-mirror as it relates to the spinal cord would be situated
either between each segment - from the superior .cervical to the inferior
sacral and coccygeal segments - or between the upper muscles of the ver-
tebral structure and the lower muscles.
The function of the fiber tracts of the spinal cord carrying afferent
and efferent impulses would also operate according to the mirror-like
mechanism. The position of the bio-mirror is indicated by the horizontal
or vertical lines. In each of these drawings I do not mean to suggest
that either line represents one optical axis or Meridian Plane.
More Biomirror Details
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'BIO1IRFUR INTERFACES
APPROXIMATE POSITIONS
Lateral view of cerebrum Ventral view Dorsal view Medial Sagittal
Section
Human cerebellum viewect from above
Human spinal cord
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proprioceptive pathways
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In Speculation 1, I consider the possibility that the specialized regions
in the human brain form an integrated complex of 'virtual lens, . These
lens have many axes, high and low apertures, projective, magnifying, and
condensing powers-, and varifocal potentials for directing the electric
charges of the entire body. The specialized regions would also act as
(virtual refractivel surfaces. The analogue of different material mediums,
in the context of the human nervous system, would be the basal ganglia and
gray matter of the brain and spinal cord. Continuing this thought, Snells
Law of Refraction (n' sin I= n sin I) would somehow be related to the pro-
cessing of neural information. Theories of aberrations regarding this
organic, optical system would have to be modified before they could be
applied, to account for -the general asymmetrical operations of the brain.
The exact positions of these (virtual lens' I- assume would vary.
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In Speculation 2 , I consider the phenomena of diffraction and refraction -
effects due to the bending of light waves around the edges of opaque obsta-
cles - in relation to the human brain' s physiological optics. Firstly, I
interpret the internal organs and their related anatomy as being (obstacles)
recognizing their solidity as being 'opaque. Secondly, I interpret the
electrical impulses as being light waves. The word Cbeingl in this case
implies 'behaving as'. Imagine billions of electrochemical Clight' sources
in the human body concentrated in particular around the areas where exter-
nal and internal stimuli are recorded. This means that the afferent data or
messages, sent from the outer areas of the nervous system to the Central
Nervous System. are brought together in the brain. The brain in turn, being
either mirror-like, virtuaTly prtsmatic, or lens-like, reflects or focuses
or disperses the information in the form of efferent data. In this analogy,
I think of the brain as a nonisotropic medium; hence, the radiating Clight
rays) are not straight lines radiating from the center of a spherical wave
surface. On the contrary, they radiate un-uniformly and from a variety of
regions with different configurations. Just as fundamental laws of geom-
etric optics can-describe the mutual independence of rays of light, I
would like to show that the human mind, physicaly exists as one of the
substantes of light. Isolating this substance and defining its properti-es
in the language of physics proves to be eternally elusive.
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In Speculation 3, the rate of afferent (incoming) information from the
spinal cord to the brain is assumed to be proportionate to the efferent
(outgoing) information traveling from the brain to the spinal cord.
Initially, I perceived this afferent-efferent process of information
relay (or "conveyance") as sea waves breaking on a beach. The quanti-
ty of information and the rate at which it is conveyed to the Central
Nervous System (CNS) determines the intensity of the (waves' breaking,
forming, breaking, perpetually. A rsensory storm) constitutes a period
of great physical activity. Implying, a lot of environmental (external)
stimuli would occur all at once or internal (bodily) stimuli or both.
At this time, a person may be engaged in some physical exercise in which
the air or water temperature, in combination with stress and other fact-
ors, creates these (wavesi . BREAKER CHARACTERISTICS
Another description of brain wave ( storms may be linked to REM 55
sleep. Imagine bolts of electricity snapped from two opposite clouds;
the implications of this 'body-lightening', apart from "brainstorming
with respect to dreaming, suggests to me an intense period of electri-
cal activity which corresponds to the clarity of mental imagery.
mo tali i ou iiC5 UCSfrft
os giCta i fbrain,
It would seem that during all other periods, when the body Is at rest or
relaxed or thoughtless (implying, without being conscious of specific
thoughts), this afferent-efferent, input-output,-effect would be more
uniform and- calm. In developing-these analogies and In trying to find
evIdence to support their Implications, I went dry. Specifically, my
wave conception Is useless as It Is an analogy and not a proof. It can
not predict or even account for what actually happens in the human brain
during phases of relaxation or rage. Suzch analogies are--seteatntfic poetry.
Rhythmic radar sweeps can show the
direction of migrating birds' flight. After two
sweeps, there is a pause before the third. In
the picture, the birds are travelling in a
northeasterly direction.
Migrating birds literally cover the sky on
spring evenings. This radar screen
shows between 100,000 and 1,000,000
birds in one sweep.
rracking radar located in Bermuda
uses multiple sweeps to prove that the
birds it is tracking are participating in a
directed mass migration.
36 -Technology Review, June/Jujy, 1978
(Thoughts migrating...
is a metaphor.
CThoughts, like birds,
mnfgrating-?.. is a,
simile.
(Particles of thought
in Spring migration'
is a multiple sweep-
ing analogy.
0.. the laws of special systems cannot as such be
universalized. The laws of the nervous system, for
example, or of the migration of peoples, cannot as
such give us universal-laws unless we first break
them- down into, precisely, initial -conditions,
boundary conditions and the laws of physics - and
then, those laws, the-laws of nerve action-or of
migration, would have disappeared. So if science
is to -be unified, it is only through the reduction
to physics that it can be unified."1 7
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What has bloomed from these seeds of analogy are my present ideas
about the biomirror(s) of the human nervous system. The models I am now
proposing seem more concrete and 'testable'. The first of these biomirror
models relates the processes of neural input (going to the brain) and out-
put (away from the brain) to the processes by which an object or thing
(such as sensory data) moves towards and away from a mirror - causing
invariant and variant changes in States of Mind. I believe this action,
involving the virtual invariance of afferent-efferent data subsequent to
its phases of transference, is somehow connected with the synchronized
action of Brain 'becoming' the Mind and vice versa. One thought of mine
is this: each time the sensory data reaches the biomirror in the brain,
the mind responds by an inflection of consciousness or unconsciousness.
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NOTES ON THE PROCESSES OF THE BRAIN AND MIND
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This action of neural data processing is analogous to the forward and
backward movement of the object and its reflection in a plane mirror.
The rate at which this action occurs is on the order of that of elec-
trical impulses in synapses. What seems apparent is that at no time
does the CNS, PNS, and ANS slow down or break this afferent-efferent
activity, with the exception of comas or death. Perhaps even in the
most severe comas this activity remains consistent; I do not know.
The phenomenon I wish to understand is this reciprocal action between
the brain and the mind. I mention this no-pause-period for the follow-
ing reason. I feel it is senseless to assume that a biological system
which is changing involuntarily can estand still' like some kind of
object before a mirror. If cell neurons had voluntary control over
their interactions with other neurons, perhaps this rstillness) would
be possible and important. In physical reality, this just is not so.
What happens in the mind as a result of this transference or process-
ing is not clear to me. I do know that the properties or substance of
Mind cannot be explained systematically like the neurological functions
of-Brain can eventually be. They can, however, be Ishown" in the form
of behavior. I believe behavior occurs at the point or moment when
efferent data is sent from the brain in response to afferent messages.
It may be identified in the mirror model as the point at which the
reflection moves symmetrically away from the object of the reflection.
Behavior, as a form or manifestation of Mind, is nonphysical; and as a
product of Brain, it is physical involving physical operation. If we
regard the bio-mirror as being two sided or many sided it would maintain
the same balance of neurophysiological and neuropsychological activity
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of the Brain And Mind. This fact is inherited with the a fortiori aspects
of the symmetries of nature. This implies that the Brain thinks, feels,
and acts in correspondence with the Mind and vice versa, at the same time.
The movement between the two I regard as behavior. As this behavior is al-
ways occurring without interruption, it is difficult to separate the (non-
behavioral aspects of afferent data from the behaviorall aspects of
efferent data. Here, there may be some argument over the physiological
differences between input and output re afferent and efferent processes.
To call a mode of argumentation or analysis a (fallacy)
is to suggest that people ought to stop using it. Any
mode of analysis can be misunderstood or misapplied
without itself being fallacious. It is, indeed, difficult
to imagine any type of argument that does not run the
risk of blocking inquiry bykbeingmisused orj wi'sdirected,
though of course some arguments court more dangers than
others. I do not believe that the humunculus metaphor
involves a fallacy in the sense that its use exemplifies
a demonstrably invalid form of argument. It can, however,
mislead the unwary, and Kenny quite properly warns us
against the sorts of confusions that may arise from a
loose use of the metaphor.
Kenny's discussion of the humunculus fallacy may be
understood as a warning or (in its stronger form) as a
claim that certain arguments are fallacious. In its
weaker form, his warning is that we should not mistake
a metaphor for an explanation, not confuse either a mech-
anistic or a microstructural description of a process
with the philosophical or conceptual analysis of that
process, not freducel the activities of persons to the
states or motions of their physical parts. '- -
Three Considerations
1. Materials ...
Structures
neural structures a-nd organization of the human nervous
system which consists of the brain and spinal cord; the
peripheral nervous system which consists of the cranial
nerves and spinal nerves; and the autonomic nervous
system which consists of the sympathetic and para-
sympathetic systems.
2. rProcesses ... neural mechanisms of the human nervous system: how the
nerves, spinal cord and brain receive stimuli (input)
Mechanisms process tiand generate behavior (output?).
3. Energies .... neural-mental energies that determine or influence the
manifold. boundaries (interfaces) of the biomirror
Principles condition involving input-output, stimulus-response,
cause-effect relations affecting behavior.
All three considerations must be studied before discussing the components
and construction of mental language, and before describing the divsion be-
tween the brain and the mind - most importantly, before interpreting the
bifurcation of consciousness.
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In Philosophy, two perspectives A. and B. check and balance each
other on issues dealing with what is apparently real and ideal-in Reality.
How they illustrate and interpret these issues, that is, how they express
their points of view, is determined by the ways in which they ask and
answer questions.-The conclusions of philosophers of A. are connected to
a horizon line which is perceived as existing in the physical world - a
fortiori. Conversely, the observations of philosophers of B. Perspective
are drawn to a vtrtual horizon line which is conceived as existing in the
nonphysical world - a priori. To me, both Clines' appear-to be one and
the same thing occupying one moving plane which is constantly changing.
shifting horizons
B.
A. o
...both perspectives
approach. the vanish-
ing point, zero.
A. philosophers) questionjWhat is Everything Made of?!, is as polychro-
matic as B. philosophers' question, (eWhat is Life or Death, Truth and
Meaningf. Both seem intent on understandtng (which includes being able to
explain) some aspect of Reality, whether investigating the phenomenon
of radioactivity or how the color " red" is processed neurophysiologically.
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The differences between these two perspectives can no longer be discerned
in terms of the (visible language' each uses to communicate. The reason
being is that the disciplinary boundaries, like the shells of eggs, have
been broken through and new information has been borrowed - altering the
original perspective altogether. For example, the study of Psycholinguist-
ics has recently extracted research material from Neurophysiology, in an
effort to expand its descriptions of certain cognitive activities. Now,
the different vantage points can only be discerned according to what one
group accepts by consensus ( as a plausible explanation or interpretation
of some aspect of Reality) and what it choses not to accept. In A. group,
intuitions and inferences,expressed as hypotheses or theories, must be
proven canonically and presented in "logical form . By contrast, these
processes and products of perception constitute sufficient ievidence of
some things existence, in BPs Perspective. Buckminster Fuller once com-
mented on a similar discussion involving the art of metaphysics. Note:
Some 'educators) have declared intuition to be invalid
because it was metaphysical. Thus, they also misidenti-
fied metaphysics as being magic. Magic is non-demonstrable
by experimental techniques ergo there is no magic with
which to identify metaphysics. Metaphysics embraces all
the experimentally demonstrable, weightless phenomena
such as mathematics and all of thought. Metaphysics is
as real as physics and far more durable. "
I believe metaphysics is as real as the physical reflection of an object -
in this case, rephysicsl - but the language and form it uses to translate
its intuitions are -extralogicalP and thus elusive. It is this fact which
deflects the total acceptance and absorption of insights by the philosoph-
ers of A. Perspective. And yet, it is generally recognized by both groups
that to define the metaphysics of some phenomena such as the mind and the
soul is to approach or find its physics - to formalize its mystery.
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It can be said that most theories evolve from metaphysical points of view
which act as catalysts in the mental construction of the theories. In
many ways the theory of the atom or of fundamental particles still contain
the remnants of references to invisible or ivirtuall phenomena we are told
to accept as being- real- though this particular matter can only be re-
vealed through its secondary-effects. (No one has ever really seen the
splitting of an atom cobject' , an (object' that scientists first only
guessed .msj exist - because without it there was no way to explain how
"Io
the earth and all the things on it came to be the way they are. Now, we
can explain the properties and behavior of atoms yet we cannot understand
the physical aspects of mind except in relation to neurological events. And
not even then can scientists prove its existence. The B. philosophers ask:
are the functions of the human brain one of the 'secondary-effects) of
the mind? Also, are mental processes or thoughts the (after-images) of
neural activities? Stated from another angle: are the brain functions
in constant (simultaneous-contrastl with the processes of cognition?
It can be demonstrated that when a person focuses on one saturated color,
against a bright white background (for a fixed amount of time), and then
the color is removed, an (after-image' appears which is the complementary
color. Could this phenomenon be significant in any way to the Brain And-
Mind relationship as a wholeire their exchange of forms and information?
Questions such as these overlap on the horizons of both philosophical
perspectives. However, A. s compulsion to problem solve and proof hunt
to produce tangible evidence) and B. s interest to build the aisthitikos
of analogies (without breaking theur down analytically to fit a criterion.
o-f the piysical *sciences) prevents the two from truly collaborating.
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More critically, their differences of perspectives are more often self-
imposed rather than naturally occurring. Which implies that both sides
erect arbitrary and artificial boundaries to preserve, what one may call,
their idiosyncracies. Meanwhile, innumerable tools and invaluable informa-
tion are isolated until the revolutionary ' egg breaking' episode is com-
plete. Perhaps, if these two groups of inquisitors were to work together -
overlapping their interests and practices - they would have the means to
penetrate the essence of the mind and the medium in which thoughts and
mental images exist. In this synergism they may solve the- mystery of mental
matterl - the (virtual energies and forcesl of nonphysical reality.
Perhaps, they may then discover that the human mind has mass types and.
nuclear Q values with specific forces which hold the various types of mass
together. This idea is less attractive to the philosophers of A.
AT, AC, Al, A2, A 3, = mass number of target, compound, projectile, product
and residue nuclei respectively.
E1 , E2, E3 = kinetic energy of projectile, product and residue nuclei respec-
tively.
MT, M M2 M 3 2 exact masses of target, projectile, product, and residue
nuclei respectively.
A3 ,E3
AAE T Ac
A21E2
The Q value of a nuclear reaction may be defined as
the kinetic energyy of the disintegration products in
excess of the kinetic energy of the incident particles.
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What may result from this synergism and research is some new found
respect for each others perspectives as well as an equal exchange of in-
sights and their presentation. What will no doubt become evermore clear
is why Physicists must study Philosophy in order to Ist know what they
think they 2ndt understand about the substance of physical reality. And,
why Philosophers must study Physics in order to 1st understand what they
feel they 2nd know about the substance of nonphysical reality. Without
this interdisciplinary study, they will only understand '2of what they
know and will only know Y. of what they understand. In the context of
the mirror model, the processes of knowing and understanding some-thing
are mirror opposites of one another(as mentally perceived In this case,
Science signifies the art of Understanding and Art signifies the science
of Knowing. To know and understand the implications of the mirror and
the nonmirror models is to realize all that Reality is and can be.
To know the metaphysics of the mirror without understanding its physics
is to sense only Y. of Reality, that is, the reflection of objects in non-
physical, (inner)space To understand the physics of the mirror without
knowing its metaphysics is to see only VYof Reality, that is, the objects
in physical (outer) space.
With this reference, Aristotle's "Imitation Theory",(mimesis) could
be modelled after one plane mirror analogy. The ancients could not under-
stand how the virtual Zbecomesi the real; acknowledging that it is so,
they assumed the reality that the artist created was a complementary real-
ity. One that is equally (reall and consistent with nature or the dynamic
process of nature creating (reflecting) itself. Similes and metaphoric
descriptions of nature were thought to represent Reality itself. When in
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fact, both types of descriptions are only reflections or virtual images
of nature, in the most literal and figurative sense. They are not the
essence of what is 'real'. I often think similes and metaphors, as an-
alogies, are Evirtuall or mental mirrors in which: we- visualize and inter-
pret one thing as some-thing other than (but essentially comparable to)
itself. The reason the ancients did not know this Cmirror fusion) of
Reality and the reflection of Reality is that their method was purely
logical - implying Socratic dialectic, which forbade the use of intuition.
One of the messages of my thesis is that a person needs both logic and
intuition to know and understand some-thing in its entirety or at least
approach a more "complete" knowledge of the thing or phenomena perceived.
Aristotle'ls conception that"rall metaphor is process" is only one half
(completel, presenting only the psychological dimension of perception.
There is little recognition or insight into the complementary physiolog-
ical dimension. Descarte's intuition was more (completel in suggesting
that a persons perception of Reality, or of what they regard as Creal),
involves both physical and mental processes; and, therefore requires re-
ference to the physical and nonphysical aspects of perception collective-
ly. However, his interpretation of his own intuition was incomplete in
that he still could not explain exactly how or why the mechanisms of the
brain and the processes of the mind become (one and the same thing
For this, he had no model-no literal, tangible model.
In view of a one sided plane mirror, the point or moment at which the
(Brain becomes the Mindl may best be understood as the point at which the
eyevision makes contact (in an imaginary way) with the outer surface of
the mirror plane. Simultaneously, the moment or point at which the 'Mind
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'becomes the Brainl is the point at which the (eyes) of the virtual image
make contact (in an imaginary way) with the inner surface of the plane
mirror. Perhaps what Descartes was metaphorically referring to was some
physiological mechanism which, like (virtual eyes), observes the object
(a the brain functions) creating the reflection. The reason why we are
still skeptical of this dichotomous (life', of the object and reflection
or the Brain And Mind, is easily enough explained by the following comment.
The notion that ((the eyes produce pictures in the brain)) is only a thought
or speculation - someT' of imagination - with neither physical proof of
its own existence nor evidence of the thing or fact it claims exists,
such as'fpictures in the brain.) A thought , we know, can never be "shownA
explicitly or literally without ceasing to be what it is by nature - an
(entityl of nonphysical reality, an element of the ephemeral Mind. The
mental language, we can only assume, is the substance or (virtual content
of the Brain; it remains an invisible thing that appears to be...
In the Theory of Propositions, 0Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus , Ludwig
Wittgenstein describes this phenomenon:
4.12 Propositions can represent the whole of reality, but
they cannot represent what they must have in common
with reality in order to be able to represent it-logical
form.
In order to be able to represent logical form, we should
have to be able to station ourselves with propositions
somewhere outside logic, that is to say outside the world.
4.121 Propositions cannot represent logical form: it is mir-
rored inAthem.
What finds its reflection in language, language cannot
represent.
What expresses itself in language, we cannot express by
means of language.
Propositions show the logical form of reality.
They display it. 1-
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The practices of Science And Art are extensions of A. and B. Perspec-
tives. Their focal points receive parallel rays of Physics and Philosophy
which seem to converge and diverge simultaneously on the same horizon line.
Both practices deal with propositions of sorts and the presentation of
thoughts fabricated into different languages. The manner of the expression
reflects the tools with which some-thing is observed and recorded. Languages
are records of perceptions which link the mental realm and the physical
reality, like propositions and facts. The way in which we use our perceptions
to interpret points of views or illustrate facts of natural phenomena reveals
the basic differences between artistic and scientific concerns. These dif-
ferences have less to do with what is seen or sensed and more to do with
how some-thing is perceived which in turn directly influences the manner of
expression. Artists may study the same phenomena as scientists, using the
same hardware and methodology (even stating similar philosophical proposi-
tions); however, their translation and presentation of thought processes
or language of insight is different, at this time and space in history.
By 'processes' I mean: first, how the organization of thoughts, as in the
structure of sentences, correspond to the structure of facts; and second,
how this 'structure' is represented in mental picture form. Where scienti-
fic perspective or philosophy proposes to "logically clarify thoughts", an
artistic philosophy or perspective may chose to mystify naturally "opaque
and blurred" thoughts - to maintain the peculiar resonance of pictures and
their mental reflections.
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The one activity which most clearly overlaps both practices is this internal
process of translating the mental pictures (of virtual imagery, reflections)
into the physical language of form (of objects). In introducing the theory
of Symbolism as expressed in Wittgenstein' s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,
Bertrand Russell explains this process beautifully in a paraphrase:
(2.1): 'We make to ourselves pictures of facts!.~ A picture,
he says, is a model of the reality, and to the objects
in the reality correspond the elements of the picture:
the picture itself is a fact. The fact that things
have a certain relation to each other is represented
by the fact that in the picture its elements have a
certain relation to one another.('In the picture and
the pictured there must be something identical in
order that the one can be a picture of the other at
all. What the picture must have in common with reality
in order to be able to represent it after its manner -
rightly or falsely - is its form of representation.)'33
The sentence, In the picture and the pictured there must be something
identical in order that one can be a picture of the other at allI, I inter-
pret as meaning; In the world of Matter And NonMatter there exists some
symmetry which permits the one to one correspondence between an object and
its "representation or reflection. This fact and interpretation is critic-
al to my mirror construct which proposes that a ((complete' Reality consists
of an equal proportion of tangible or physical and nonphysical or intangible
elements. This implies, beyond an analogy or metaphor is the literal appli-
cation of the analogy and beyond this application are more analogies and
their applications... approaching infinity. like4 90* triptych mirrors
creating a hierarchy of reflections which (in our imaginations) seem cir-
cuitous and nonhierarchical; it is to be remembered that in each phase of
duplication there is always this sustained symmetry between what is real
and what appears to be ideal while at the same time there exists a subtle,
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natural asymmetry between these two aspects of Reality. The interface
model accounts for the conditions of asymmetry when, for instance, the
balance is disturbed by accidental or intentional interrruptions. An ex-
ample of an interruption may be the shifting of psychological perspectives
or mental perceptions. In- particle physics, the term symmetryawould refer
to the unequal quantities of matter and antimatter in violation-of conserva-
tion laws. An, example of an accidental Interruption may best be understood
in the context of Probability Theory, where the 0 frequencies of occurrencel
of thoughts are as-unpredictable as individual coin tosses rather than the
total number of tosses.
2.10. PROBABILITIES AND FREQUENCIES
We have adopted a meaning for the term "probability " that is totally inde-
- pendent of any notion of "frequency of occurrence," either imagined or
experimental.
If we imagine tossing a coin N times, we
have every right to be interested in the ratio of the number of heads to the
total number of tosses. Similarly, if we imagine examining individual molecules
in a gas, we could well be interested in the ratio of the number of mole-
cules with a speed between a fixed pair of limits to the total number of
molecules we examine.
These two examples typify situations in which observations or experiments
are repeated many times, and the occurrence or nonoccurrence of some
specified property is established for each of those instances. Any one of a
variety of numerical values may emerge as the actual ratio of the number of
occurrences to the total number of observations. 3'f-
Deciding whether thoughts are products of ratios or asymmetries ebetween a
fixed pair of limits (within-the complex of the brain) is a matter of in-
difference to me. In discussing the associated relationships of Matter,
Body and Mind, I intend to explore some of the implications of symmetry
as-opposed to-describing its mathematical and physical characteristics.
One implication considers the effects of "(Mind over Matter.
,It suggests that all "absolute" (synthetic) systems, such as radars,
computers, and lasers, must be in some way based on or influenced by
"physical' (natural) systems, such as the human organism. It appears we
are unconsciously deriving concepts of machine systems and their hard-
ware-software from the mechanistic systems of the human brain, for
example, and other anatomy-physiology of the body. The conceptual plans
and operational techniques of fission and fusion reactors are without
exception in this respect. The important question is: how are they in-
fluenced in some unforeseen way by the functions of the Brain And Mind
relationship - from its neurophysiology and neuropsychology right down
to the nuts and bolts of sub-cellular systems and their neuronal organi-
zation? Is the ion-injection system in a linear particle accelerator an
example of the mind looking inward and in an altered state of conscious-
ness searching internally -to.produce A . structure that could generate
energies like those processed from the base of the spinal cord to the
brainstem? If the mind is the medium for thought, like a petri dish medium
for bacteria or crystals,- how are ideas -(collected and organized thoughts)
grown? How are they transformed into tangible form or manipulated abstract-
ly and arranged in logical language for communication? Does a steel beam
or forged iron rod communicatel on some level because it was shaped by an
idea with an application? Or because it contains in its present form of
solid state matter an equal amount of antimatter or NonMatter which in-
cludes the domain of Mind? Are thoughts or the properties of thought the
nonphysical things which keep all material form alive) for us, such that
our minds and imaginations believe these forms (exist)? Or that we think
remaining in these forms are the thoughts we used to conceive of them?
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High-energy Thoughts Create
Jets of Virtual Particles
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Another implication considers the effects of Mt Mind.
It suggests that if there is some kind of symmetric relation between
Matter And NonMatter then this relation applies to the Brain And Mind
complex as well - influencing all its functions. This notion adheres to
the reductivist thesis that all material form is somehow controlled or
influenced by the fundamental forces of matter and antimatter. The con-
sequences of this relation (if evaluated literally)3 regarding the nature
of Mind, would include interchanging reat and imagined form. Like the
object and its virtual image changing sides in a plane mirror reflection,
the Brain And Mind would be interchangeable. Thus everything in the uni-
verse man knows, perceives and understands through consciousness and
investigation (though left physically- unrealized) would be as ( real as
material form-(objects)i Our imaginations would be real and likewise, the
objects of our thoughts. The physical forces that formally applied to
these objects (only)- would affect our thoughts and their mental processes.
If there existed a W bootstrapping effect" of energies created by jets
of particles, before this transformation of the physical world, by
commutation this same effect woul-d be preserved as it relates to the
energies of thought and imagination. IBEAM AXIS I Ikm 1,tt
ABEAM AXSAXI r eS
.............. ..................... 
*.
(spinal cord) (spinal cord)
brainstem - bn. c bm.- brainstem
core - . -- core
limbic system-- Is is.-l imbic system
cortex - ex. cx-- cortex
JET IS DEFINED in terms of the momientum of the constituent hadrons. If only the directions
of the particles were recordcd (by noting where they crossed a ring of detectors), they would be
widely distributed. The jet becomes more coherent, however, when it is noted that the com-
ponent of the momentum of a particle perpendicular to the axis of the jet seldom exceeds a
threshold. Thus particles with large momentum are always closely aligned with the jet axis.
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Is "Mind over Matter" analogous to Mind over Brain or Art over Science?
Is the statement, Art of the Mind and Science of the Brain, something more
than a metaphor? If a person remarks, My Mind is my Art.. .My Brain - Science,
could it be inferred that the content of the mind represented by mental pic-
tures is the message of art? And the medium in which these pictures are
created and realized is the brain? An 'artwork' then would constitute a
single mental picture. The term 'working' would imply the interpretation of
the interaction between the messages and the media which influences the be-
havior of a person... in creation of thoughts. What happens at the instant of
creation when the brain 'becomes' the mind and vice versa? Are the original
'identities' lost as a result of some transformation, rotation or mirror
reflection process involved in this state of interchange? How do these
symmetries of nature influence cognition, in this scheme?
the central problem in cognitive psychology
turns out to be what Kant called the problem of "schematism." If con-
cepts are like rules or definitions, we must provide an account of how
rules and definitions are employed to organize perception, motor in-
tegration, and memory. In the course of his discussion of perception,
Kant remarks (1781; in Smith, 1953) that
It is schemata, not images of objects, which underlie our pure sensible concepts. No
image could ever be adequate to the concept of a triangle in general. It would never at-
tain that universality of the concept which renders it valid of all triangles, whether
right-angled, obtuse-angled, or acute-angled; it would always be limited to a part only
of this sphere. The schema of the triangle can exist nowhere but in thought. It is a rule
of synthesis of the imagination, in respect to pure figures in space. Still less is an object
of expenence or its image ever adequate to the empirical concept, for this latter always
stands in immediate relation to the schema ot imagination, as a rule for the determina-
tion of our intuition, in accordance with.Nome specific universat concept. The concept
"dog" signifies a rule according to which my imagination can delineate the figure of a
four-footed animal in a general manner, without limitation to any single determinate
figure such as expenence. or any possible image that I can repreent in concreto, actual-
ly presents. This schematism of our understanding, in its apphcation to appearances
and their mere form. is an art concealed in the depths of the hminan soul, whose real
modes of activity nature is hardly likely ever to allow us to discover, and to have open
to our gaze (pp. 182-183J.
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Kant's argument is that concepts must be distinguished from images
of the objects that fall under them. What we know about dogs or trian-
gles cannot, in point of logic, be represented by an image of a prototypic
triangle or dog; the "universality" of our concepts can be captured only
by a theory which represents them as abstract. But, on the other hand,
the work our concepts do primarily concerns the recognition and
production of the concrete, individual objects to which they apply. It is
by exploiting our abstract concept of triangle that we manage to recall,
recognize, or produce an indefinite variety of concrete objects which are
triangles. What, then, mediates the application of abstract concepts to
their concrete instances? This is the. problem whose answer Kant
believed to be "concealed in the depths of the human soul."
p.13, The Psychology of Language: An Introduction To
Psycholinguistics and Generative Grammar,
J.A.Fodor, T.G.Bever, M.F.Garrett
I believe the force or mechani-smwhich Tmediates the application of abstract
concepts to their concrete instancesll is identical to the mechanism which
makes geometric and nongeometric type symmetries possible. Thus, I believe,,
the answer is not "concealed in the depths of the human soul )) but rather
in the deep and curious process of certain particles of matter (becomingI
%unobservabl-e ghosts') This process may be studied through Gauge Theories
of the forces between elementary particles, in particular, those accounting
for isotopic-spin symmetry.
LOCAL ISOTOPIC-SPIN ROTATION
PROTON NEUTRON
- NEUTRON PROTON
ISOTOPIC-SPIN SYMMETRY serves as the basis of another gauge theory, first discussed in
1954 by C. N. Yang and Robert L Mills. If isotopic-spin symmetry is valid, the choice of which
position of the internal arrow indicates a proton and which a neutron is entirely a matter of con-
vention' Global symmetry (upper diagram). requires the same convention to be adopted every-
where, and any rotation of the. arrow must be made in the same way at every point. Inthe
Yang-Mills theory isotopic spin is made a local symmetry (lower diagram), so that the orienta-
tion of the arrow is allowed to vary from place to place. In order to preserve the invariance of
all observable quantities with respect to such local isotopic-spin transformations it is neces-
sary to introduce at least six fields, corresponding to three massless vector particles, or vector
bosons.
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UNBROKEN SYMMETRY
MASSLESS VECTOR 60SON
TWO SPIN STATES
MASSLESS SCALAR BOSON
0
ONE SPIN STATE
The photonlike
vector bosons
of the Art
of the Mind
A .
A. A-
BROKEN SYMMETRY
MASSIVE VECTOR BOSON
PARALLEL PARALLEL
ANTIPARALLEL ANTIPARALLEL
TRANSVERSE
THREE SPIN STATES
GHOST OF MASSLESS SCALAR BOSON
HIGGS MECHANISM can lend mass to the photonlike vector bosons of the Yang-Mills theo-
ry. thereby making the theory more realistic. The massless bosons have three possible spin ori-
entations (parallel, antiparallel and transverse to the direction of motion), but only two of these
are observable; the transverse state does not exist, a peculiarity of all massless particles, which
move with the speed of light. If the Yang-Mills particles were to acquire a mass, the transverse
state would become observable, and this added mode of motion must have some source. In the
Higgs mechanism the source is an extra scalar field, corresponding to a massless spin-zero bo-
son. The Yang-Mills particle is said to "eat" the Higgs boson, which thereupon becomes an
unobservable "ghost." The Higgs fiedls rvdsafmeorfrnc(rvaro) in
38
-- HIGGS FIELD
SOTOPIC-SPIN
A COMPONENTS
which protons can be distinguished from neutrons. The arrow of the Higgs field rotates along
with the other arrows in a gauge transformation, and so there is no absolute orientation, but
the relative orientation of tlhe isotopic-spin arrows can be measured with respect to the Higgs
arrow. The symmetry of the theory, which without the Higgs mechanism would have abol-
ished all differences between the oroton and the neutron. has not been lost but only hidden
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Pure Art (A'),Applied (A); Pure Science (S*),Applied (S)
This symbol shows the relationship of pure and applied,
Af Science And Art. It interprets the Science of Higgs
Mechanism and the Art of Yang-Mills particles as they
correspond to symmetries of the Brain And Mind complex.
What -s-ndicated- in these diagrams of isotopic-spin symmetry is how pure
Science And Art, like neutron and proton making up the nucleus of percep-
tion, are fundamentally interchangeable within the instance of purely
perceiving something either real or imagined. In referring to my 'Art of
the Mind, Science of the Brain') example, the-process of observing intern-
ally the rcreation of Artworks* or mental imagery would reflect this state
of isotopic-spin symmetry.
If isotopic-spin symmetry is valid, the choice of which
position of the internal arrow indicates a proton and
which a neutron is entirely a matter of convention.
There is, however, a difference in the relationship of Science And Art
Brain And Mind, when that which is mentally perceived is physically applied.
In the Yang-Mills theory isotopic spin is made a local
symmetry, so that the orientation of the arrow is allow-
ed to vary from place to place.
The Yang-Mills particle is said to' eat" the Higgs boson,
which thereupon becomes an unobservable ghoste. The
The Higgs field also provides a frame of reference in
which protons can be distinguished from neutrons...
The Higgs mechanism helps to "distinguish the differences between the proton
and the neutronl thus clarifying the &symmetry of the theory ' 'The Higgs
mechanism (Science) can lend mass to the photonlike vector bosons of Art
(the Yang-Mills particles), thereby making the -theory (A-) more realistic.
We see here how Science seems to investigate what Art speculates,.perceives.
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In the nucleus of intuition or perception
it is a matter of convention whether the
proton or neutron represents a scientific
-or an artistic perspective.
At the moment of intuition the two
the two perspectives seem to converge, to fuse.
In this instant, the Mind as Art and
the Brain as Science are indistinguishable.
T
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There exists a point A. and a point B. with some process taking place
in between. This process which connects the two also separates them at the
same time. Art (A.) - 1st action and 2nd reaction - appears to know intui-
tively what Science (B.) - reaction 1st and action 2nd - understands logic-
ally, validating its insights through reason and applying this reason to
empirical research on the processes of perception. According to the mirror
relationships outlined in the first quarter of this thesis, the act or ex-
perience of perception and intuition (or intuiting something) is opposite
and reverse the act of conception and reason (or logicizing).. It seems to
be that both modes of thinking are divergent when their differences are
discernible. This implies that as one uses intuition to know something
about logic or reasoning, one uses logic to understand something about
intuition - automatically and without introspection. These different modes
directly influence both scientific and artistic forms of expression and
presentation of insights.
Coailneidenlce oftenl reaches a lon, aIrm into the 1corld of science. It is
the process of scien11ce-sutch ais Alexander FleicanceSdiscoery ofpenicillin-that makes the ex perienceScence_
is th is centur y's
Thec Sear-ch For Sobtitions. A hook... a tek visionl
series... at wA wayV ofseeing" a worl we once thoughJt r
e~cial wvorlreveals that the fm of (science is lin the pursu it
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What I plan to investigate is the recursion of similarities in both
scientific and artistic disciplines which probe the laws of Reality. I
feel that what will emerge from these inquiries are some firm answers
about the phenomena of the universe and how they are in fact reflected
in the fbeing of the human. I hope, also, to understand how the (mathe-
matics and geometry of our mental language - manifest by our thoughts,
feelings, and behavior - mirrors the 'mathematics and geometry of our
physical language - as exemplified by cell communication in neurophysi-
ology and general physiology.
The possibilities of mirror and nonmirror interface models, applied
to the physical sciences and philosophy, are as infinite as imagination.
Unfortunately, few people can 'get past) the literal aspects of the models
(often the problem of traditional scientists) just as few people can (get
past) the metaphoric or figurative aspects (often the problem of tradition-
al artists or poets of paint, marble, and words). Hopefully, the technolog-
ists a head of us will develop both of them simultaneously , balancing the
artistic or instinctual and scientific or intellectual realms of the mind.
Ultimately, we may learn that the human organism is a model of the
Universe or an infinite number of models of the Universe with its infinite
universes. The interpretations and meanings attached to these models will
be based on one and the same reality - a t"complete4 Reality - which compos-
es the Brain And Mind relationship as defined by Matter And NonMatter.
If we know all the facts, we could
explain all the behavior."
a fragment from reductivism.
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PRINCIPLES OF ENERGY
Control-rod I
assembly Cervical plexus
Rod absorber Pharyngeal plexus
Aliddle <ervical ganglion of
Inferior cervical gang. of s-
Brachial plexus Recurrent nerve
Pulmonary plexus
Top nozzle Cardiac plexus
Esophageal plexus
Fuel rod 
-Coronary plexus
Left vagus nerve
Greater splanchnic nerve Gastric plexus
Absorber-rod - Ccliac ples
guide thimble Lesser splanchnic nerve Superior mesenterii
Aortic plexus
Lumbar plexus Inferior mesenteric
Boo 4*HLypogastric plexus
Sacral plexus Pelvic plexus
Bladder
~ Vesical plexus
t F -iI 117. The atoiomie nervous svstem. (Schwwalbe, IHerrick.)
Cutaway of a typical pressurized-water reactor control element assembly (CEA): (Cour-
tesy of Westinghouse Electric Corporation.)
ORIGIN AND DIRECTION OF INFLUENCE
Did The Inventor - the Brain And Mind - invent the devices in order
to look at the dynamics of the Inventor? Are the principles of
reactors extensions of the dynamics of the human organism?
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"CEREBREACTORS": FACT AND FICTION
The reason why this writer chose to relate fission and fusion react-
ors to the functions of the human nervous system is that these technolog-
ies especially can offer new and critical insights into the Brain And Mind
relationship, in particular: the physiological processing of data; the
propagation of brain waves; and, the detection and measurement of virtual
cognitive energies. It appears these research technologies are intuitive
links between what is known (observed) about the structures and forces of
material reality and what is unknown (unobserved though "felt") about non-
material reality as exemplified by the phenomenon of Mind.
The notion that the Brain And Mind can only be explained through
neurophysiology and psychology is a<Ccul de sac'> . It may just be that the
phenomenon of brain wave propagation is best understood in terms.of the
magnetic fields produced in mirror-type plasma fusion reactors. It is also
possible that making visible the events of the Mind will involve re-adapt-
ing the techniques of nuclear physics which are designed to observe the
particle-wave interactions through- their secondary-effects. These tech-
nologies can offer methods-of research for Mentalists and others inter-
ested in comprehending the "content' and processes of cognition. By demon-
strating the reversion effect of nongeometric symmetries such as those
involving charges, the likeliness of there existing bio-mirrors that ex-
hibit a similar type of symmetry is evermore.
A second reason for relating the human brain to reactors is that the
invention of these tools are the most modern examples, most recent evidence,
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that Matter does in fact reflect (directly influence) the Mind or Non-
Matter * from the purely physiological processes connected with creat-
ivity to the psychological implications of being creative.
The flCerebreactorliproject represents the mergence of artistic and
scientific aspects of nuclear engineering and neurology. The project
ut4lizes their data in a unique way, creating hybrid organic-inorganic
reactors for the production of cognitive energies. The fCerebreactor l
signifies some-thing in the process of forming that will never be formed,
yet will determine the form of what will be.
Ecclesiastes Chapter I. no. 9 The Bible
The thing that hath been, it is
that which shall be; and that which is
done is that which shall be done: and
there is no new thing under the sun.
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C,,tr ECra or
CROSS SECTION VIEW OF TETR
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"Cerebreactors" are models I have created that are imaginary particle
accelerators, fission and fusion reactor systems designed after the human
brain and nervous system. Where these devices are developed to observe and
to utilize the nuclear forces of matter, "Cerebreactors" are used to study
the structures and forces of nonmatter which comprise the mind.
"Cerebreactors"
... interpret the interactions of the brain and mind
using the symmetries of nature, specifically
mirror reflection, as models
... indicate that the physical brain functions reflect
the nonphysical functions of the mind in the same way
an object-image relation shows a one-to-one
correspondence
... introduce the idea that nuclear sciences and related
technologies, as extensions of the dynamics of
the brain and mind, may serve to penetrate and
understand these dynamics. This suggests that the
principles of reactors are influenced by the physi
ological processes of the human organism, both by
design and unconsciously by imposing their processes
on these nuclear devices
.... study brain functions, applying information from
nuclear physics to neurology in an attempt to grasp
the properties of the mind
....draw comparisons between the mechanisms or reactors
and those of the brain that generate and manipulate
energies: "Cerebreactors" represent the combination
of similarities
... show the energies of nuclear forces as being the
material counterpart of the mental energies
...describe two different processes of thinking
in terms of nuclear fusion and fission reactions
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"Cerebreactors" make visible the parallels between the processes of
intuitiontOand nuclear fusion, reason ( and nuclear fission.
In the former, both hemispheres of the 'brain' function as a single sphere,
when focusing and fusing information; for a millisecond or more a symmetry
of Brain And Mind occurs at which time neural actions and mental reactions
are synchronized. In the latter, one hemisphere is more dominant than the
other causing a broken symmetry of functions.
These two conditions I think correspond to two phases of thought:
1) when a person is 'having' or experiencing an intuition, insight or
inspiration; and 2) when a person expresses the intuition using either
the instinctual or intellectual realm of mind, imagination. Both seem to
sustain each other.
The instant'of intuition signifies the union or 'fusion' of the cerebral
hemispheres like two light atomic nuclei uniting in a great concentration
and confinement of temperature. In this instant, two opposite forces such
as positive and negative overcome their complementarity, forming one great-
er force which I refer to as the 'plasma state of the mind' or intuition
in a "Cerebreactor". Plasma, representing the 4th state of matter, behaves
as neither a solid, liquid or gas; it is an ionized gas whose characteris-
tics are in a category all its own.
Describing an intuition marks the division of the cerebral processes like
the nucleus of an atom splitting apart into two nuclei where one is heavier
than the other. Where the instant of intuition represents the convergence
of artistic and scientific perspectives, the process of description coincides
with their divergence.
TOROIDAL
Fusion reactor concepts reflect
fusion effects in the human brain.
MAGNETIC MIRROR
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LASER FUSION
L
There are fundamental fusion reaction types in the "Cerebreactors" but there
are also innumerable variations of these - as many as there are different
configurations of energy fields determining the density of the 'plasma
fusion state of mind' or intensity of intuition. For example, in one in-
stant a "Cerebreactor" might create a torus-shaped plasma and in the next
millisecond produce a field-reversed effect, with each shift affecting the
degree of concentration or confinement of the 'cognitive plasma'.
Considering: micro-instabilities in which the plasma does not move abou.
bodily, but which nevertheless result in a serious loss of energy to the
walls of the surroundina vesscl. 1
"Cerebreactor" models show that the configurations of energy fields in the
brain during instances of intuition differ significantly from the currents
and energy fields occurring in moments of reasoning.
MINIMUM-B
MIRROR
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FUSION REACTOR CONCEPTS REFLECT FUSION EFFECTS
Magetic
Coils Conducting P asma
ShellShl Electric current
of magnetic fields
"Cerebreactor'
Transformer
Yoke
The Intuition of THE TOKAmK APP1OACH
Lobus Parietalis 93
Lobus Temporalis - Corpus Cerebelli
Fig. 7A. Lateral view of brain.
J.P.Schade and Donald H.Ford, Basic Neurology,
New York: Elsevier Publishing Comp., 1967, p.17
COMPONENTS OF A "CEREBREACTOR"
(Comparative Anatomy and Physiology)
II
Assembled Torus
ORMAK Fusion Device, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Fifth Symposium on Engineering Problems of Fusion Research,
Princeton University, Nov. 5-9, 1973, IEEE Nuclear and Plasma
Sciences Society
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COMPONENTS OF A "CEREBREACTOR"
Comparative Anatomy and Physiology
the coronal plane through the septum pellucidum (p).
the white matter (WM), enlargement of
cornu anterius of ventriculus lateralis (VL), and extensive sulcal widen-
ing. EUROPEAN JET
(_-
- - -. mmob- IOW-.E-AR - a - -
In early 1980s, production of high temperature/density plasmas
is planned for Joint European Torus (JET), authorized by EURA-
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Theoretically, the virtual particles and waves of thought produced in
the "Cerebreactor" are complementary to those charged particles moving along
a line of force in the direction of a magnetic field in a plasma fusion
reactor. In the "Cerebreactor", this field signifies the 'line of concentra-
tion' containing the torus-shaped bits of neuronal information forming an
intuition. Note Diagram Y.
Transformer
- Major diameter
Fig. 14.2. Toroidal pinch system.
choroid plexus
of ventricle
thalamus
cortex
A hypothalamus
B
It appears that the spinal cord, rhinencephalon and mesencephalon of the
"Cerebreactor" are the key centers for regulating information input-output
to the limbic system, like the apparatuses which pump hydrogen or other
gasses into the heated chamber of a Tokamak (toroidal fusion reactor).
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Detail:CORONAL SECTION OF THE HUMAN BRAIN showing the shape and direction
of the electro-magnetic field in the region of the limbic system
(at the instant of Cognitive Fusion).
B - poloidal field outside the vacuum vessel
B poloidal field inside the vacuum vessel.
orpus Callosum audate nucleus
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COMPONENTS OF A FUSION "CEREBREACTOR"
Nucleus caudatus - Fissura longitudinalis
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FwGURE 2q1. Frontal section of the humian brain through the anterior commissure. (Tokit..)
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PRINCIPil. FUELS FOR ENERGY CONVERSION
Ohmic heating and
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neo-cortex Limbic System
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Pons Plasma = bits of neuronalInjector ~ 'i nforma ti on
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Figure 2.14 A schematic diagram of the Argonne tokamak experimental power reactor (TEPR).
(Reprinted with permission of the American Nuclear Society.)
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Horizontal sections of the human brain through the internal capsule and
corpus callosum showing the electromagnetic field contours (in the instant
of Cogni tive Fusion)
B.Brunelli edit., DRIVEN MAGNETIC FUSION REACTORS, New York: 101
Pergamon Press, 1978, "Separatix"(Cross section of field-reversed
plasma layer), p.141
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COMPONENTS OF A "CEREBREACTOR"
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Camparative Anatany and Physiology
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Figure 2.13 Schematic diagrams of some of the mirror. fusion machines for the magnetic containment
of plasma. (Reprinted with permission of the American Nuclear Society.)
DIIFFERENT COIL CURRENTS DETERMINE DIFFERENT SHAPES AND DENSITIES OF
COGNITIVE PLASMA
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comparative anatomy and physiology
THE BASAL GANGLIA
Cleft for
internal capsule
Head of
:audcte nucleus
Putamen-
Optic
Amygdaloid
nucleus
Tail of caudate
nucleus
.. J.-4. Semischematic drawing of the isolated striatum, thalamus. and amvgdaloid nucleus showing:
(1) the continuity of the putamen and head of the caudate nucleus rostrally, an I (2) the relationships be.
tween the tail of the caudate nucleus and the amygdaloid nucleus. The cleft occupied by fibers of the inter-
nal capsule is indicated. The anterior limb of the internal capsule is situated he' ween the caudate nucleus
and the putamen, (Fig. 3-23. and 20-3) while the posterior limb of the interna capsule lies between the
lentiform nucleus and the thalamus.
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plasma-center neutral beam aiming configuration
106X
Yin Yang field coils
Approximate path of field lines
Plasma
Fig. 2. The configuration of the Yin Yang magnet.'
J.D.Lee, "Geometry and Heterogeneous Effects on the Neutronic
Performance of a Yin Yang Mirror-Reactor Blanket",
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories
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The engineers of the "Cerebreactor) are now questioning whether it
will ever be possible to sustain the instance of intuition without damag-
ing the reactor permanently. Just as confinement properties are not ad-
equate to support self-sustained thermonuclear reaction in the DCX,
perhaps the *Cerebreactoro, like the human brain, is not biologically
equipped - neurologically capable - of sustaining an intuition, that is,
an intuitive reaction. These engineers are presently c6ncerned with the
problem of microinstabilities or particle-wave instability (unpredict-
ability) in the sphere of the ( Cerebreactor). It seems that the design
of the magnetic bio-mirror is imperfect (by nature) and thus intuitions
rescapel from mirror confinement, like plasmas leaking from magnetic
bottles . See the Escape Diagram.
micro-instabilities in which the plasma does not move abou,
bodily, but which nevertheless result in a serious loss of energy to the
'walls of the surrounding vessel. zi
The thetatron
The figures below illustrate the compression of a plasma by the so-
called Theta Pinch or Thetatron.
Figure 7.6 a shows an end on view of a cylinder containing a plasma
surrounded by a single turn coil of metal through which a heavy current
is passed. Figure 7.6 b shows the same arrangement viewed sideways
Lines of
Maqnetic field
Pla sma
. .Plasma leak
Coil THETATRON
(a) (b)
Unlike the kCerebreactor , actual fusion reactors can divert plasma im-
purities, as they are closed (absolute" systems. The Cerebreactor model,
it is to be remembered, is partially an open system - implying that, as-a
concept, it is still forming in the imagination without formal definition.
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The tCerebreactor' engineers are also searching for mechanisms in
the human nervous system which could be compared to the current and mag-
netic chamber of the Symmetric Tokamak (ST); in; this comparison, they
hope to discover other means of heating the cognitive plasmas (intuitions)
in the "Cerebreactorl complex. The ST employs radio-frequency heating
methods as opposed to using thermonuclear reactions, such as those creat-
ed from deuterium or tritium ma'gnetically confined in an endless figure-
8 tube as in the original Stellarator of 1951. Even if this heating tech-
nique is applied to the design and function of future Cerebreactors),
there is no guarantee that this new model could produce plasmas with
temperatures of 20 million degrees or better.
If plasma is 100,000 times denser than air,
proper temperature need be held for only
about one-thousandth of a second. 40
uCerebreactor" components W Density increases six-fold.
Experiments demonstrate tokamak-like systems can opq
Lob"eaans . cientra o . effectively without heavy copper sheils used 
by earlier device
stblzetoisa
SYMMETRIC TOKAMAK
- asTen.parnhs
FU 7. Lateral view of brain.
Carogu Cwne"*W
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The difference between cognitive fusion and fission in all "Cereb-
reactors" depends on whether there is an unbroken or broken nongeometric
symmetry dividing or integrating the cerebral hemispheres functionally.
In the case of cognitive fission, one could say there is a variance be-
tween neurophysiological events (or stimuli) and neuropsychological
responses (or behavior) - as if the biomirror was inoperative during this
mode of thinking; or, as if this nongeometric mirror was 'leaking' informa-
tion like plasmas escaping from some magnetic mirror arrangement in a fusion
reactor. In this state of "Cerebreaction" a person may be thinking about an
idea they just realized, a feeling or some recent experience. Conversely,
in cognitive fusion a person is in the process of 'having' or experiencing
an idea or thought of particular important; in which case there are no
boundaries separating consciousness from unconsciousness - the two actually
'fuse' in this instance. Reality and ideality become one and the same thing -
indistinguishable like an object and its virtual image in a brilliant plane
mirror reflection. The object (=neurophysiological events) and the virtual
image (=neuropsychological responses) reveal an invariance in their inter-
relations, when the elements of time, movement, plus the changing internal
conditions influenced by the electro-chemical activity of the body make up
the 'transformation' of the object and its corresponding image. In the milli-
seconds of this transformation they become One, coinciding with the function-
al union of the cerebral hemispheres. The resulting 'sphere' composes the
plasma fusion chamber of a "Cerebreactor" in which it both confines and
s-hapes the simultaneous implosion-explosion of all that is real -p and
virtual -np in a "complete" Reality.
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The process of generating intuitions in the ((Cerebreactor) is
comparable to the controlled heating of the core of some unspecified
chamber in whose center there is a sinle point of concentration or
focal point into which a fuel Is added and acted on.
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In removing the heat source from this point (= shifting mental concentra-
tion) the immediate area cools after which the less immediate areas cool
and so forth until something of a series of concentric circles or spheres
is formed possessing kinetic energy. In the cCerebreactor", this heating
and cooling activity occurs every few milliseconds.
These 3-4Mmensional circles are interpretable as the wavelike characteris-
tic of cognizance ... where the forms of the waves disperse physically
only. In the imagination they remain as ethoughts lingering on. Like the
sun shifting behind clouds or an object and its reflection moving out of
range from the reflecting mechanism, the heated chamber of the (Cerebreact-
or is cooled after the initial cognizance.
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(H.R.Hulme, Nuclear Fusion,
London: Wykeham Publications, 1969, p.96)
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Wave guides 9 I'X , Magnetic quadrupoles and
beam focusing apparatus are used in a Linear Accelerator version of the
((Cerebreactorl. In fact, the electron focusing mechanisms of both linear
and circular (particle) accelerators have been re-adapted to focus neural
information and to control the behavioral responses in the' body of the
Cerebreactor. Coded.information is processed throughout the Autonomic,
Peripheral, and Central Nervous Systems - to be connected collectively in
the 'brain's" center. See ZT-40.
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SECTION OF THE SPINAL CORD (Ventral view) OF A "CEREBREACTOR"
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In pnysical reality, we have an invertable transformation
from one system to another such that the physical processes
in one are transformed into approximately the physical pro-
cesses of the other. In the case of Aluclear Physics ano
teurophysiology, the transformation would take the velocity
of light, c. on to the velocity of the spike potential in
synapse because both are the 'barriers' to the velocity of
transmission of information in the corresponding systems.
This implies, nuclear events are comparable to neural events
on some relativistic scale.
direction of propagation
of action potential
Section of the soinal cord
Fig. 9. Cumooncnts of the CSF lincar accelerator.
Fir 7. The 310-foot Mark III linear electron accelerator at Stanford University. The Mark III was
later rebuilt to incorporate SLAC constant-gradient accelerator sections.
THE ELECTRON MATTER FIELD AND FIBER 'SCREENS' IN THE SPINAL CORD 16OF THE "CEREBREACTOR" ZT-4016
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/Detail of THE ZT-40 LINEAR ACCELERATOR-TOROIDAL FUSION
"CEREBREACTOR": Articulations of the Vertebral Column
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ii: THE SUPERSTRUCTURE OF THE ACCELERATOR SECTION IN MODEL ZT-40
Electron Accelerator
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COMPONENTS OF THE "CEREBREACTOR" Afferent Data
ex ., I, Accelerator
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Fic. 13-12. Diagram of the anterior spinothalamic and tectospinal tracts. Although the precise cells of origin
of these tracts are not known, spinothalamic fibers are considered to arise mainly from laminae VI, VII and
VIII of Rexed. The anterior spinot' alamic tract conveys impulses of li ,ht touch. Letters and numbers indicate
segmental spinal levels.
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The stage involving the analysis of the information collected in the 121
ZT-40 experiments is comparable to that of spectroscopy research in
Nuclear Physics in which the behavior and structure of the particle
beams are studied. In the rCerebreactor model. the analogue -for these
4beams" are 'thoughts' . Particular interest is concentrated on the mech-
anism responsible for nerve-cell communication, in this stage of inform-
ation processing. Communication involves the release of neurotrans-
mitters at synaptic junctions and the processes by which the electri-
cal activity of nerve impluses are created, collected, -or stored in
specific regions of the body like data in a computer bank.
X MFTFM~4tf" FLF40H TEST FACILITY
MFTF CONTROL AND DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM
Fig. 14 Block diagram of MFTF data analysis system.
(R.F.Post, MFTF, Lawrence Livermore Laboratories)
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Plane Mirror
Interface
FUSION
Nonmirror -- - - - - - -
FISSION
INTUITION
- - - - - - - - - - Interface
REASON
First, imagine that a thought, or the hypothetical,
particle-force-field components of a thought,
corresponds to the four basic interactive
forces between elementary particles.
Second, imagine that we can relate
Gauge Theories of the forces
between elementary particles
to those virtual forces
which compose the mind and
the properties of thought.
Third, imagine detecting
and measuring the
energies and forces
of mind or thought
resulting from the
higher order
functions of
human cerebral
hemispheres
in cognitive
processing of
information.
When we look at the average binding energy per nucleon,
we see it reaches its highest values for nuclei with
mass number between 40 and 100 (8.5MeV/nucleon). For
very heavy or light nuclei, the average binding energy
is smaller. We can release nuclear energy by increasing
the average binding energy of the nuclei in two ways:
1) splitting a heavy nucleus into two smaller nuclei
with average mass; and 2) making a heavier nucleus
from the union of two light nuclei.
Most Stable Region MATTER
U2 38
0 50 100 150 200 250 Mass number
SYMMETRY TRANSFORMATION
rotation by 90 degrees
in the 'abstract internal
space' and time of mind
MIND
Cognitive Fusion Intuition
Cognitive Fission Reason
nuclear fusion
nuclear fission
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A mirror is anything which ex-
hibits the property of reflection;
that is, where one-thing may be
seen divided- into two parts -
object and image.
Statement
The perception of this one-thing
involves two different aspects of
the same thing - the physiology
and psychology of the Brain And
Mind - as the functions of one
reflect the processes of the other.
Statement
The neuropsychology of sensation
mirrors
the neurophysiology of behavior.
INTUITION
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Mirror-interfaces represent
both 'real' and 'virtual' aspects
of a "complete" Reality.
They may literally and figurative-
ly show the interactions of two
things symmetrically opposite and
reverse one another in form, space
and movement.
Statement
Non-mirror interfaces represent
either 'real' or 'virtual' aspects
of a "complete" Reality.
They may describe the ideal re-
lations between two things or
within one thing (real or imagin-
ed). There is no reflection, or
reflective mechanism, no symmetry
of form, space, or movement.
Statement
The words 'real' and 'virtual' re-
present the object and image,
makivng up the complete format of
reflection. The words real and
virtual represent the object,O,
and virtual image,I, in plane
mirror reflection format.
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The brain is the objectO.
The mind is the virtual image,I.
Their two realities are integrated
in the physics of plane mirror
reflection.
Statement
The object,0, represents Matter.
The virtual image,I, represents
NonMatter, figuratively.
Statement
When you explain the functions of
the brain explicitly,
you show the processes of the mind
implicitly, and vice versa.
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Intuition is everything that
we know implicitly.
Reason is every-thing that
we understand explicitly.
Statement
Implicit, interpretative descrip-
tions, such as metaphors, are
the 'real images' of nature.
Explicit, illustrative descrip-
tions, like similes, are
the 'virtual images' of nature.
Statement
Both types of descriptions are
only reflections of a "complete"
Reality; they are not its
physical essence.
INTUITION
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The human organism reflects,
in fact and in effect,
all physical and nonphysical
aspects of particle-wave
phenomena.
Statement
The deep meaning of everything
and every-thing or form, regardless
of what it is or how it functions,
is related to some aspect of
the universe organism.
Statement
The concrete object" is the form
of meaning; its substance is
the abstract concept" , that is
the reflection of the object.
INTUITION
REASON
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Matter refers to matter and
antimatter.
NonMatter refers to neither
matter nor antimatter.
Statement
There are two mirror 'constructs':
One is real and the other, imagin-
ary. The real one is physical,
existing in the material world.
It may be a bio-mirror producing
nongeometric type symmetries.
Statement
The ideal or imagined mirror,
object, and reflection is non-
physical , existing in the world
of 'virtual' Matter or NonMatter.
INTUITION
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A Statement is neither
true nor false, neither
question nor answer, neither
real nor imagined
Statement
Each Statement may be opposite in
meaning ' of what is stated,
according to which perspective
the Statement was observed from -
either the real world or...
Statement
Statements, in this context, are
the essence of pure perceptions;
applying perceptions implies
forming conceptions.
FUSION INTUITION
- - ~ FISSION REASON
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Intuition, is to perception
as reason is to conception.
Statement
Intuitions result from the union
of both hemispheres of the brain
operating as a single sphere -
momentarilty.
Statement
An intuition signifies the func-
tional symmetry in the brain;
occurring when the bio-mirror is
activated.
FUSION INTUITION
FISSION REASON
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Statement 133
Reason stimulates the asymmetric-
al operation of the brain,
the bio-mtrror is mnoperative.
Statement
Reasoning seems to result
when both hemispheres act in-
dependently from one another and
yet always remain dependent on
each other.
Statement
Reason or analytic thinking
represents the dislocalization of
electrical activity in the
specialized regions of
the cerebrum; by contrast,
intuitive thinking represents
the brief period of
localization.
FUSION INTUITION
FISSION REASON
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The spherical union and locali-
zation effect involving- the events
of intuition. I liken to plasma
fusion reactions in which plasmas
are created having high-tempera-
ture regimes with high-current
densities.
Statement
The dislocalization effect occur-
ring in' the processes of analytic
thinking I relate to fission
reactions in which heavy particles
are split apart in close inter;*
action.
Statement
Though fission reactions produce
high-temperatures on the order
of
they are not as high as those of
fusion reactions,
within which there are orders
of magnitude and degrees of purity
contributing to higher temperature
regimes.
INTUITION
REASON
I
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In sum, the structures and mechanisms of the brain reflect the process-
es of the mind and vice versa. As my mirror model indicates, the physics
and physiology of the human body seem to be reverse and opposite the
virtuai physics and physiology of the human mind. In exploring the dynamics
of both I use data from particle accelerators, fission and plasma fusion
reactor technologies whose dynamics are, I believe, extensions of the brain
and whose energies are the material counterpart of the mind. My thesis
attempts to show a new means by which brain phenomena may be described.
Just as the isomorphisms of computers have helped unfold some of the
complexities of information processing in cognition, I feel these nuclear
devices may help stimulate insight into the rapidly changing, internal
electromagnetic environment and energy fields which appear to influence
the cognitive processes - like the miovement of an object affects its
mirror image. Ultimately these devices may describe the nature or forma-
tion of the bits of neuronal information.
As I have suggested, to understand the physics of the brain one must
look from the side of a plane mirror that the object, 0, is on; and to
know the metaphysics of the mind one must look from the opposite side of
this same mirror that the virtual image, I, is on or 'occurs in' or
'appears to exist in'. Using this approach a "complete" Reality is seen
(illustrated) and sensed (interpreted) collectively as One divisible and
indivisble world depending upon the State of Brain And Mind and its
expression.
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The theory of innate ideas (of Leibniz and Descartes) is a response
to the problem of the causation of ideas, ideas of perception and mathe-
matical ideas. It is an attempt to reveal the interactions of the physical
world on the mind. According to Stace , Aristotle solves the problem be-
comingl by going between the dilemma; either something comes from nothing,
which is impossible, or something already exists, in which case it does
not become - implying there is no change. Aristotle's solution is that the
something does already exist, but only potentially and not actually. If a
leaf becomes red, the color must exist potentially in the leaf. In order
to avoid the dilemma, the color must pre-exist in the leaf but not in the
same relation to it as when the leaf is actually red.
The "Cerebreactor" model demonstrates that even if a mirror was never
actually present (in physical reality) the reflection or image (= abstract
concepts) of the. concrete object would still exist potentially as a phys-
ical reflection and actually as a mental reflection - without the reflect-
ing device. As there would be no point of reference or single mirror plane,
the image could be anywhere representing anything; it would seem to change
its form- and position, like a perceptual object-reflection in some physical
space. This image would exist-,-whether one chose to view a mirror literally
or-interpret . its reflections, like mental imagery seen in the cinema of
oneis imagination.
The dimension of infinity...belongs,
as Holderlin saw it, to the whole,
and one thing connects with another,
compensates for the lack of the other -
the other which it needs in order to be
wholly that which it can be as a 137
separate thing...For man is a god
as soon as he is man.
Fischer, Art Against Ideology,
In- Praise of Imagination.
Every-thing reflects itself; meaning every material or nonmaterial thing
consist of two parts, with each part containing the other such that the
point or line or Statement of A. (Perspective) must be considered together
with the Statement or line of interface or point of B. (Perspective). To
know and understand the Reality of perception is to account for both the
physicality of brain states and the nonphysicality of states of mind; this
considers the points of view of both the object and its reflection as they
exist in some one to one correspondence - occurring at the same time or
nontime, like Perception And Imagination.
MA TTER NONMATTER
terfac
BRAIN MIND
In the language of picture-statements, this 'double-sidedl Reality may be
shown (schematically) by the mirror and the nonmirror interface model .
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The models I propose are not only interpretations of Reality; they are
a part of Reality, as much as reflections are the facts of the phenomenon
of reflection. I -believe they are definitive models just as the reflective
properties of mirrors are definitive.
Whether I presented this thesis or some-other person three-thousand
years earlier or later than I is insignificant. In this sense, I emphasize
with Wittgenstein who admitted that fit makes no difference whether the
thoughts that he expressed had been anticipated by someone else.
In describing the models, I meant to exclude myself (whenever possi-
ble); I meant to avoid emphasizing my person, as Atthe observerN), or ftauthor.
I wanted to dissociate myself as either some biological, concrete object
or its reflection. This selflessness, I thought, could help me (become)
the mirror mechanism or the nonreflective interface (boundary) between
the various thoughts I have had concerning the symmetries of nature. In
one way I tried to live between the physical and nonphysical worlds at the
same time...1 tried to live outside them without any sense or consciousness
In being the mirror itself, if only in the instance of a billionth of a
inch translated into seconds, I believed I could exist rin betweenN both
worlds. In that moment, I felt I would have the capacity to remove the
storyteller from the story or history, like removing the object and conse-
quently its reflection from the mirror face. Without experiencing this tin
stance of between , I knew I could not observe critically and be part of
a ffcomplete"l Reality. In this period of being, I may be electrically
neutral like a neutron in the nucleus of an atom. I might transmute the
nucle of other atoms without interference of my personality which, to
me, represents electrons and positrons - the sub-atomic obstacles of
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physical interaction. I may move beyond the perceptions and interpreta-
tions of my own experiences, by being neutral and (between. So far, this
neutrality has been impossible to achieve, for me; I suspect it is be-
cause I believe too much in the power of words and physical language,
and too little in the power of that which is not proveable and yet seems
to be the substance of words - that being the nonphysical, spiritual
world I recognize as reflections.
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THE END
On June 23, 1980, in the New York Times, Harold J. Morowitz reported
that the U.S. Supreme Court Justices decided that in patent law no dis-
tinction exists between the living and nonliving. That is, between natur-
ally occurring and non-naturally manufacture or composition of matter.
Millennia of awe and respect for the special
character of life, dating back to biblical times,
or before, are being discarded if that life has
any element of biological or genetic engineering
in its synthesis.
The refusal to draw a sharp distinction between
animate and inanimate matter is the ultimate in
reducing life to physics, a viewpoint that has
been forcefully advocated with the scientific
community since the mid-1800's.
The ultimate dangers of this union may involve a similar non-distinction
between rational and irrational behavior, influencing negatively the co-
existence of peoples. I believe, this is what Morowitz feared most when
he said that the Court's decision in the Diamond v. Chakrabarty case
rgoes beyond.the confines of patent law and ultimately, may find its way
back to our view of humanity . If this.non-distinction is accepted, finally,
and as (made) law, then inherent in this acceptance is the assumption (or
belief) that biology too is reducible to physics. In fact, all living and
nonliving things are reducible to...
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